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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Influence of Electoral Geography on Political Economy

by

Daniel Maliniak

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science

University of California, San Diego, 2014

Professor J. Lawrence Broz, Chair

The field of International Political Economy (IPE) has long theorized and

studied phenomena which have inherent geographic elements. Either for the sake

of parsimony or due to methodological constraints, few studies theorize or test

arguments which explicitly account for the role of geography. In this dissertation,

I introduce a number of key methodological and theoretical concerns with the as-

sumptions based on geographic dispersion that are inherent in many of the standard

IPE models. I argue that by accounting both for the geography of interests and

the geography of institutions, I can explain a number of results which are puzzling

for prior scholarship. To test these arguments, I introduce a framework to think

for how the geography of interest and institutions interact. I present an original

dataset on electoral boundaries which allows me to test the arguments. I illustrate
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the effect of geography primarily in the area of agricultural policy. Specifically, I

focus on explaining Congressional support for reforming the American Food Aid

program, broad policy support for agriculture as a whole, and crop-specific poli-

cies. This research leads to three key results. First, by aggregating our analysis

of a geographically specific phenomenon to the level above the explicit political

interaction, we can obscure important mechanisms and relationships. Second, by

accounting for the geographic nature of this interaction, we can make sense of a

number of empirical observations which are puzzling to current theories. Third,

both the results for food aid and on crop specific supports suggest that advances

in remote sensing of data and spatial analysis allow us to measure interests at a

very fine-grained level, in this case down to the specific crops or commodity. All

three of these findings suggest that the dataset of electoral boundaries produced

here will help us to further refine and test theories looking at the role of special

interests in foreign-focused economic policy.
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Chapter 1

Why International Political

Economy needs Geography

Introduction

Paul Krugman, in a series of lectures given at the Catholic University of

Leuven in 1990, said, “About a year ago I more or less suddenly realized that I

have spent my entire professional life as an international economist thinking and

writing about economic geography, without being aware of it.”1 Krugman went

on criticize how economist had long simplified countries as dimensionless points.

While simplifying assumptions are necessary for any model of the world, he argued

that relaxing this assumption and looking at activity within a country would lead

to a fuller understanding of international trade. There is little doubt this was true,

breaking open this assumption and the related work helped advance economic

geography and trade theory.

On reflection, many scholars in the field of International Political Economy

(IPE) might realize this could well apply to their own work. Though few would

think themselves political geographers, the concepts and theories addressed in

current IPE debates happen in an inherently spatial setting. Geography affects

IPE scholars particularly, as the focus in the field on both the interests that have

1Krugman (1991), p. 1.

1
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preferences over foreign economic policy and the institutions through which those

preferences are funneled exist over space. Not only do we deal in similar issues as

the economists with the geography of trade and the location of interests based on

economic activity, but we must also consider the geography of institutions.

This dissertation aims to break out the importance of both these concepts,

and asks the question: What can we gain theoretically and empirically from relax-

ing assumptions about where interests are and how institutions map onto them?

The question is driven from theoretical and methodological positions that focus on

how different configurations of interests and institutions can explain variation in

policy outcomes. I focus primarily on agricultural interests in this project, because

the preferences are clear, the interests at stake are uncontroversial, and the mea-

sures of policy are readily available. Moreover, agriculture as a sector is inherently

tied to their geography in ways not true for other industries.

Throughout, I argue that many IPE theories rely on implicit assumptions

about how the geography of interests is related to the geography of institutions.

I improve upon this work by (1) measuring “interests” more accurately at the

constituency level with geocoded data, (2) showing how “institutions”—namely,

electoral boundaries—crucially affect the aggregation of interests at the national

legislative level, and (3) establishing that national foreign economic policy choices

are better understood when the geography of interests and the geography of insti-

tutions are mapped jointly.

My arguments build on a broad body of work in IPE that focuses on do-

mestic institutions as key determinants of foreign economic policy outcomes. This

focus on domestic institutions is evident in the areas of trade policy (Cowhey,

1993; Rogowski, 1987a,b; Katzenstein, 1985; Bailey et al., 1997; Hiscox, 2003; Mil-

ner, 1997; Alt and Gilligan, 1994; Mansfield et al., 2003; Fordham and McKeown,

2003; Nielson, 2003; Dutt and Mitra, 2005; Ehrlich, 2007; Hee Park and Jensen,

2007; Schonhardt-Bailey, 2006; Evans, 2009; Rogowski and Kayser, 2002; Chang

et al., 2008), monetary policy (Frieden, 1997; Leblang, 1999; Leblang and Bern-

hard, 2000; Clark and Hallerberg, 2000; Leblang and Bernhard, 2006; Bernhard

and Leblang, 2002a, 1999, 2002b; Broz, 2005; Mukherjee and Leblang, 2006; Broz,
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2002; Keefer and Stasavage, 2003), the engagement with international economic

institutions (Broz and Hawes, 2006; Broz, 2008), and foreign aid policy (Fleck and

Kilby, 2001, 2006; Milner and Tingley, 2010b; Tingley, 2010; Powers et al., 2010).

This work implicitly assumes an important role for geography. Indeed, the study of

domestic institutions within IPE aims to show that different political institutions

aggregate the policy interests of geographically-based social actors (voters and in-

terest groups) in different ways. For example, works that consider district size or

the effective number of parties make assumptions about the spatial distribution

of voters and groups across the political geography before tying these institutions

to policy outcomes. The basic idea is that institutions are meant to aggregate

interests, and IPE has done well to theorize over and test propositions about the

impact of institutional configurations on foreign economic policies. However, I aim

to relax assumptions about how interests are distributed, and instead incorporate

that into our analysis.

Why now is the Right Time to Consider Geogra-

phy

It is not the case that scholars in the past have ignored the role of geogra-

phy entirely. Krugman (1999) argued that many of the foundations of economic

geography were already apparent in Ohlin’s (1933) original work. Krugman was

simply taking these results and pushing them forward to what he believed was, and

turned out to be, a fruitful extension. This dissertation is similar in the sense that

it builds on a number of authors and theories where the concepts of geography are

implicit, or in many cases, explicitly stated in their explanation of foreign-focused

economic policy but left unmeasured. I am not the first to argue that the interests

within an electoral district matter in terms of what policy a given representative is

likely to pursue. I move this argument forward by adding key elements as to why

geography matters enough to be built into our theory and measures explicitly.

Scholars of development have long considered geography as well. Among

those trying to explain variation between countries’ development, some argue that
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the specifics of their geography, the soil and climactic conditions, other natural

resources located in the country, or even the topography might play an important

role (Sachs, 2003; Easterly and Levine, 2003; Engerman and Sokoloff, 2005). This

argument has sparked a debate, primarily in economics, but with some strands in-

cluding work in political science, with authors of the so-called institutions hypoth-

esis, arguing for an independent effect of institutions on development (Acemoglu

et al., 2002; Acemoglu, 2003; Acemoglu et al., 2005). For those familiar with these

arguments, the way I conceive of geography in this project differs.

Geography, in the context of this project, is much more related to how in-

terests map onto space. Interests are tied to space in some way. While I focus

primarily on agriculture in this dissertation, the fact that crops are tied to the land

due to climactic and soil conditions is only a convenient fact that makes their spa-

tial location determined not entirely by choice, but by nature. In this dissertation,

I generally use geographic to be synonymous with spatial. Geography does not

inherently include topography, human geography, or other more social concepts.

Instead, I use it to describe the spatial dispersion of interests. While topography,

weather and human geography play an important role in determining where agri-

cultural interests exists, and more so for interests that are not as dependent on the

land, I do not include these explicitly in my analysis or discussion of geography.

This is the right time for scholars of IPE to take geography seriously for a

number of reasons. First, the importance of how interests are dispersed geograph-

ically is becoming more of an issue within political science, as detailed by Rodden

(2010). Some of this discussion has entered the public discourse on gerryman-

dering and partisan advantage in American elections. This rare feat means that

scholars and public intellectuals alike are realizing that the geography of interest—

where certain groups with policy preference exist spatially—and the geography of

institutions—how electoral districts are drawn—can change real-world outcomes.

Much of the American debate centers on whether more Republicans are elected

to the House of Representatives than might be with some other electoral rules or

boundaries. The root of this concern is not entirely the “R” or “D” next to the

elected official’s name, but the policies they are likely to pursue once in office.
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This simple insight has many corollaries in the field of IPE. If the fact that

liberals tend to concentrate spatially causes them to receive less representation,

then similar configurations could generally underrepresent urban voters compared

to rural voters. These two groups may have very different preferences over economic

policy Broz and Maliniak (2011). If some types of special interests tend to locate

within cities, they may receive less political support than those that spread more

broadly. If certain economic interests span multiple electoral districts, while others

concentrate in a few, it is unclear how these spatial configurations will help or harm

their chances at receiving their preferred policy outcomes. In the same way that

knowing how many people voted for a Democrat or Republican for their House

member will not give you a good estimate of which party receives a majority of

elected candidates, knowing the share of certain interest groups at the country

level may have limited benefit in predicting foreign economic policy.

Scholars of IPE, as mentioned above, have put great focus on domestic

institutions as key determinants of foreign economic policy outcomes. Given the

all the work on the importance of institutions, if geography has an important role

in describing and explaining the interaction between interests and institutions,

then this addition to the debate serves only to deepen our understanding of the

interaction.

Second, perhaps never before has there been such a proliferation of the

right tools to address spatial problems. Along with the theoretical advances and

empirical puzzles, for which geography can help explain, the ability to analyze large

spatial datasets with readily available programs is much more of a reality than in

the past. Open-source options as well as commercial products exist concurrently

with relatively cheap and easy methods for storing datasets that were previously

prohibitively large.

Third, data collected at the spatial level is a relatively recent phenomenon.

As of the time of writing this, resources like Columbia’s Socioeconomic Data and

Applications Center (SEDAC) houses over 125 different geographic datasets in

the forms of vectors, shapefiles and rasters. The Center for Sustainability and

the Global Environment (SAGE) at the University of Wisconsin has collected
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a number of valuable datasets on the geographic location and intensity of crop

production across the world. These advances allow one to measure some proxy for

where interests exist across countries using a consistent metric. While studies using

aggregate values for countries abound in previous IPE work, test at lower levels are

impossible because of difference in how data are reported. By disaggregating to

a spatial level, it allows scholars to re-aggregate at any level necessary to directly

test their arguments.

Fourth, given the theoretical and empirical reasons outlined in point 1, the

relative gains in computing and analytic tools in point 2, and the existence of

geographic measures of interests in point 3, there is a compelling case to collect

and create a database of electoral boundaries. As of writing this, there exists no

overarching collection of the maps and geographic features of electoral institutions.

This seems a glaring omission in the field of comparative politics given the very

large number of datasets that measure a host of other elements of electoral systems.

These datasets record features of the electoral system at the aggregate, like the

overarching electoral rules, or in some cases at the level of each constituency, like

the size of the electorate. In other cases, they produce aggregate values that are

based on constituency-level data, like mean district magnitude.

These dataset may include geographic characteristics, like the area covered

by a district, the number of people, or even measures reflecting the existence of

mountains or a coast.2 However, they are limited by data which is already ag-

gregated by a reporting institution, and are rarely reported in way that is easily

comparable across country. For instance, even delineating urban and rural popu-

lations in a district varies greatly depending on the country-specific definition of

urban and rural.3 The benefit of using remote-sensed data or other forms collected

without specific borders for aggregation in mind initially is that one can apply their

own boundaries at the exact level preferred with consistency across countries.

These four reasons are joined by a fifth, which is both methodological and

2See Adler (Adler) for an example for the U.S. House of Representatives.
3For an extended list of definitions used around the world, see the UN’s “DEFINITION

OF ‘URBAN”’ from the Demographic Yearbook 2005, Table 6:http://unstats.un.org/unsd/
demographic/sconcerns/densurb/Defintion of%20Urban.pdf

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sconcerns/densurb/Defintion_of%20Urban.pdf
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic/sconcerns/densurb/Defintion_of%20Urban.pdf
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theoretical in nature. I incorporate a number of insights from spatial statistics,

namely the concepts of zone and scale from the modifiable areal unit problem

(MAUP). The scale problem focuses on how using different levels of aggregation

(i.e. the municipality, state or country) can change the value of some measure, or

the correlation between two or more measures. Methodologically, since many of

the theories in IPE rely on aggregating measures at the constituency level up to the

country level, the implications of this well documented problem are that current

analyses may be producing measures biased in ways we cannot predict ex ante.

On the theoretical side, the scale problem suggests that systems that aggregate

interests at different levels may produce different policy outcomes, a result that

fits with the established finding that Presidents tend to be less protectionist than

Congress.

The problem of zone focuses on how spatial measures are inherently sensi-

tive to the boundaries one uses to aggregate them. Drawing different boundaries

over the same spatially dispersed interests will produce different values for a given

measure. Methodologically, the measurements of spatially heterogeneous interests

are sensitive to the choice of boundaries. Incorrect boundaries can produce incor-

rect results both for the measurement of interests, or the correlation between two

or more measures. Theoretically, the insight here is close to the study of gerryman-

dering and redistricting. Namely, differences in electoral boundaries overlaid onto

the same geographically dispersed interests can produce different policy outcomes.

By measuring the boundaries correctly, I show that the provided theoretical model

and empirical results better account for the policies we observe specifically for

agriculture.

Figure 1.1 presents a two-by-two table that briefly summarizes the impli-

cations of each problem type with the corresponding theoretical or measurement

issue. Chapter 2 expands on these arguments and clarifies their implications for

IPE. The empirical components of this project focus on illustrating the proposi-

tions laid out in these cells, discussed more below.
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Theory Method/Measurement
Scale The scale at which institutions

aggregate preferences changes
policy outcomes

The scale at which researchers
aggregate preferences changes
their values

Zone The position of political
boundaries changes policy
outcomes

Misalignment between the
boundaries used to measure
preferences and the boundaries
used in analysis changes their
values

Figure 1.1: Theoretical and Methodological Implications of MAUP

The Database of Electoral Boundaries

The questions raised within this dissertation require data at the level of

electoral constituencies, and specifically, the ability to measure the geography of

these institutions. As mentioned, there exists no comprehensive database of elec-

toral geography. For those who are familiar with the U.S., this may come as a

surprise. American electoral boundaries are provided by the census, and scholars

have geocoded boundaries all the way back to 1789 (Lewis et al., 2013). Because

the census is collecting data on population as well as other measures of economic

activity and setting out boundaries which are used by other parts of the U.S.

government when collecting data, measuring all sorts of values at the level of con-

gressional districts is relatively easy.4 This is far from true elsewhere in the world.

In some cases, this is due to the data-collection institutions having a much longer

legacy than electoral institutions and boundaries. For instance, the data produced

at municipal levels in many Western European countries need not overlap or be

entirely encompassed within electoral boundaries. Given the issues of MAUP, this

suggests that there is no easy way to aggregate or separate out the data reported

at the municipal level to the electoral constituency.

For this project, I collected boundary files for 80 countries spanning six

continents. These data come from electoral commissions, or by relying on maps

based on already existing boundaries that serve as electoral boundaries. In some

4Although, many types of data are reported based on zip codes, which do not correspond to
electoral districts in any meaningful way. In these instances, scholars are unable to accurately
attribute whatever value is collected at the zip code to the congressional district with certainty.
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cases, creating a usable boundary file for digitized maps requires the georeferencing

into of maps into shapefiles, or the aggregation of many small unit up into electoral

districts. In all cases, the number of seats assigned to a given district is also a key

concern, as knowing that the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires is smaller than the

province of Santa Cruz can obscure the fact that Buenos Aires receives five-times

more representatives than Santa Cruz. Where as knowing that both Wyoming and

New York receive the same number of Senators is telling in a different way.

To give a better understanding of the nature of the data, I describe three

“ideal types” in terms of the data collection process. Many countries require

specific considerations, some of which are explained here. Given the argument

previewed above, and discussed more extensively in Chapter 2, having accurate

maps of electoral boundaries is necessary to correctly measure interests. All of

these accurate maps are an essential part of testing the role of electoral geography

in explaining variation in foreign-focused economic policy.

The first type is one most associated with countries using proportional

representation. For these, some standard, fixed boundary serves as the electoral

district. While the choice of boundary varies from that of the entire country—like

Israel, Namibia, the Netherlands—the provinces, states, or canton—like Austria,

Brazil, or Switzerland—or even lower levels of aggregation, these boundaries are

already available and provided as shapefiles by the government or other reporting

agencies. The only addition necessary is associating the number of seats appor-

tioned to each district. In most cases, the data on the number of representatives

are available through the country’s respective electoral commission. In addition,

while the boundaries do not change over time, the number of seats may change

due to shifts in population. To create a more complete time series, I keep record of

the seats associated with each geographic area for each year in which an election

took place.

The second type occurs most often in single-member districts using plurality

voting rules. In these cases, electoral boundaries are often, but not always, drawn

and redrawn with the goal of producing units with equal population. Often there

are secondary and tertiary considerations in the choice of boundaries. Sometimes
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there are efforts to keep borders within larger provincial or state borders, or to

keep together so-called communities of interest with shared preferences over some

issues. Because districts are redrawn over time, it is necessary to collect new maps

for each election for which there are new boundaries. New maps may be provided

by electoral commissions, but in some cases they are not in a standard digital

format, and must be georeferenced by hand. Each district receives one member of

the legislature by definition, so there is no need to keep record of the number of

seats assign by district.

The third type is one where some set of smaller units are aggregated into

larger electoral units. Here, there are not an infinite number of ways to draw dis-

tricts, only as many combinations of units as possible. Ireland is a clear example

of this system, where the smallest units for electoral purposes are “Electoral Di-

visions” (EDs). These EDs are then grouped together to create different electoral

districts. Creating these districts requires the assignment of smaller units to the

corresponding electoral districts, and then merging them together to create the

proper boundary file. The way Ireland deals with changes in population is to both

shift some EDs from one electoral district to another and to change the number of

seats assigned to a district. For these reasons, to account for changes over time, I

keep separate maps for each year, which contains different boundaries and different

numbers of parliamentarians per district.

While there are numerous specific issues for individual countries, most fall

into one of these three categories. The introduction of this dataset provides the

ability to test arguments derived in Chapter 2, and developed in the other em-

pirical chapters. However, the benefits of this dataset are by no means limited

to these tests, and represent one of the key innovations and contributions of this

dissertation.

A Layout of Chapters

In Chapter 2, I layout in greater detail the theoretical and methodologi-

cal implications of the MAUP. On the theoretical side, I focus on how different
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configurations of electoral boundaries and different institutions can drive different

policy outcomes in ways previously not considered in IPE. I make explicit links

to a number of studies in IPE and political science more broadly that show sim-

ilar results that can be reinterpreted under the MAUP framework. In addition,

I discuss the methodological issue of MAUP, and how errors in measurement can

seriously impede our ability to test domestic institutional theories in IPE, a key

part of the overall open-economy politics approach (Lake, 2006, 2009a,b).

With the theoretical and methodological implications in mind and data to

test these arguments, I present a number of empirical chapters to illustrate the

explanatory power of this theory. The empirical components of this project deal

primarily with agricultural data in both the issue areas of trade and foreign aid.

Due to the fairly constant spatial distribution of agricultural interests, they provide

an excellent first test of the interplay of the geography of interests and institutions.

In Chapter 3, I focus on illustrating the importance of the geography of in-

stitutions, by taking advantage of the redistricting of electoral boundaries between

the 112th and 113th Congresses. Specifically, I focus on votes in both congresses

on PL 480, commonly known as food aid. This form of foreign aid also contains

clear economic benefits to domestic producers of specific crops. Using data on the

location of crops, I show how districts that increase their share of those crops which

are used in food aid, like corn, soy and wheat, are less likely to support reforming

PL 480. This provides a key test for the power of the geography of institutions

because interests do not change between the two congresses, or the two sets of

votes, which are held only two years apart. Moreover, many of the individuals

voting are the same people, so arguments about their personal characteristic can-

not easily explain changes in their voting behavior. This chapter explicitly deals

with the theoretical issues in the zone problem, or the southwest cell in Figure 1.1.

The method I employ necessarily deals with the both the zone and scale issues of

measuring interests, but is not a test of this measure against alternatives.

In Chapter 4, I turn to a more global phenomenon: agricultural supports.

I use a measure constructed from my database of electoral boundaries to capture

the share of agriculture in each district, weighted by the political power of the
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district. This measure, when linked with the electoral system at the constituency

level, allows me to test more cleanly the interaction between the geography of these

institutions and interest in a number of institutional settings. The cross-national

comparison allows me to focus on the interaction of these interests across many

settings. I find that agriculture receives protection when it is less concentrated

in proportional electoral systems, but this is conditioned on agriculture’s being in

more districts representing more seats in the legislature. The case is opposite for

electoral systems with single-member districts. There, concentration in a few polit-

ical districts is more likely to lead to increased protection. This chapter addresses

all four of the cells in Figure 1.1. It suggests that scaling measure of agriculture

to the country level is problematic. Moreover, the position of boundaries and how

they aggregate agricultural interests helps explain the variation between countries.

I test this using data that measures interests at the level of electoral boundaries,

removing both issues of scale and zone from the measurement.

Finally, in Chapter 4, I hold constant the geography of institutions and rely

on disaggregated data on the geography of interests to test the effect of this inter-

action in another way. Using data from Monfreda et al. (2008) on worldwide yields

disaggregated by crop, I am able to test the role of each crop’s geography across

many institutional setting simultaneously. With data on crop-specific supports

(Anderson and Valenzuela, 2008), I show that changes in the geography of interest

leads to changes policy. Here, the primary contribution is in the southwest cell of

Figure 1.1, as the importance of zone is illustrated by varying interests rather than

institutions. The chapter additionally gives further evidence of the importance of

measuring using the correct zone by showing that nationwide measures of crop

outputs mask the important geographic variation that helps some crops receive

protect.

Overall, this dissertation makes an important addition to the field of IPE:

Geography mediates how institutions aggregate interests. I develop both theo-

retical and methodological reasons for the claim that scholars should include the

concepts of geography in their theory, as well as more refined measures that deal

with geography of electoral boundaries. I present evidence that changes in ei-
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ther interests or institutions can change policy in ways previous theories cannot

account.



Chapter 2

The Geography of Interests and

Institutions in International

Political Economy

Introduction

In this chapter, I present theoretical and methodological arguments for us-

ing spatial data to measure interests at the electoral level. I start by bringing

attention to the distribution of interests and its interactions with political institu-

tions. Both interests and institutions have underlying geographies that are either

ignored or underexplored in previous theories of international political economy

(IPE). Moreover, changes in either the geography of interests or institutions change

the electoral calculus of politicians, and thus the policies they enact.

I then frame these problems in the terms of a “Modifiable Areal Unit Prob-

lem” (MAUP). The MAUP, which originates in the field of spatial statistics, de-

scribes a class of concerns that deal with the sensitivity of measurement and anal-

ysis to the choice of geographic boundaries. I show that issues in foreign economic

policy, and specifically in policy regarding agricultural trade and aid, result from

the interplay between the geography of interests and the geography of institutions.

I illustrate how both the scale and zone form of the MAUP can cause measurement

14
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error that introduces uncertainty in the relationship between variables measured

individually or the correlation between variables aggregated together.

The Geography of Interests

Current models of IPE do not take into account spatial relations when

generalizing over the distribution of interests (see Busch and Reinhardt (1999);

McGillivray (2004); Rickard (2012) for some exceptions). At the most basic level,

interests are held by spatially located individuals and relate to government policy.

Individuals derive their policy interests from their positions in the global economy,

with some favoring greater engagement with the outside world and some favoring

less engagement. However, individuals with similar or opposing interests are not

spread evenly across physical space. They may be concentrated in certain regions

or spread more evenly due to the underlying characteristics of their occupations

and economic activities. For instance, people that work in farming and mining

are inherently limited in terms of location, availability of natural resources, soil,

and climatic conditions by natural endowments. A more accurate representation

might look more like Figure 2.1, where darker areas indicate more intense areas

of farming and ranching, and thus more concentrated “interests” of farmers and

ranchers.1

Scholars of IPE generally leave this variation implicit and unmeasured. It

is important, for instance, that the croplands in this hypothetical country tend to

fall along a large swath of land running from the northwest towards due south,

while the pasture lands seem split between the southwest and due north. The

concentration of farming relative to the more dispersed pastures has practical im-

plications for farming interests’ ability to pressure lawmakers for their preferred

policies. The lack of overlap matters for how these interests are likely to interact

with each other, or how their policy interests might be represented or courted.

Intuitively, we understand that this must matter. Yet, scholars often ignore this

variation or assign some aggregate measure of economic interests for the nation as

a whole. At worst, if at some aggregated level they have the same value, we must

1Data on croplands and pasture lands from Ramankutty et al. (2008).
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consider these two interests the same. The variation is valuable information, and

can lead to better theory and better empirical testing.
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The Geography of Institutions

Institutions, too, have their own geography. Political institutions play an

important role in the formation of different policies at least in part because they

are imposed upon the geographic distribution of interests. Arguably, scholars have

paid more attention to this concern, but mainly through the study of changes in

electoral systems or broader political reforms instead of the geographic element

specifically. Both a change from smaller to larger districts (Rogowski, 1987a)

or from a parliamentary to presidential system (Nielson, 2003) supposedly bring

about a more liberal trade policy due to the larger geographic area covered by the

institutions. When districts are smaller, it is more likely that some special interest

exists that is large enough within the district to provide an electoral benefit to a

politician who is willing to focus trade protection on their specific interest. Larger

districts include interests more representative of the entire nation, or the size is

too large to be dominated by any single interest group. But here again, the work

is done by assumption of what interests a larger district is more likely to contain,

not about how this geography actually maps to interests. While the claim that

larger districts lead to freer trade may be true on average, we cannot rule out that

larger districts might contain more, rather than less, homogeneous interests.

The electoral boundaries superimposed over the distribution of interests

on the left side of Figure 2.2 may produce a different policy outcome than those

imposed over the same interests on the right. In this case, five districts on both

the left and right overlap concentrated farming interests, but at the district level,

clearly the share of farming is a lower percentage, on average in the borders on

the right. Without a theory, it is not clear how this change in the geography of

institutions should affect policy. At the same time, because interests are often

competing over policy, changes in representation due to different borders are not

equal or opposite, per se, to what might occur with the same change in bound-

aries for a different interest group, as seen in Figure 2.3. Because the changes are

even less intuitive visually for pastoral land use, we require some method to nar-

row down this phenomenon. While the change in electoral boundaries may affect

specific interests, it no doubt also plays an important role in the interaction and
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competition between multiple interests. For instance, in this same case, when we

look at the change from District A to District A′ in Figure 2.4, the only interest in

the first period is pastoral, while the second period introduces heterogeneity. If ex-

posure to the global economy affects these sectors in different ways, it is likely that

the change in geography of institutions will cause at least competition between, if

not change in, the policy preference of the district, and thus the legislator(s) that

represent it.
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Theoretical Implications of Modifiable Areal Unit

Problem

Holding the geography of interests constant, change in the geography of

institutions affects how interests are represented in important ways. Jonathan

Rodden, the leading advocate of this position, argues that “when developing basic

models addressing such crucial topics as platform choice, party systems, repre-

sentation, and the transformation of preferences to policies, geography has been a

blind spot for political scientists.”2 I take on Rodden’s challenge in the area of IPE.

I begin by providing a number of examples where introducing the interplay of the

geography of interests and the geography of institutions yields better predictions

about foreign economic policy outcomes than extant IPE theories.

At the theoretical level, the geography of interests is important to what IPE

tries to predict and explain. Often borrowing from economic theories to derive in-

terests (see Krugman (1991)), location provides a link to economic preferences.

Much of what has been done relies on stylized models of the geography of insti-

tutions. For example, Rogowski (1987b) argues, “insulation from regional and

sectoral pressure in a democracy ... is most easily achieved with large electoral

districts.”3 As Mansfield and Busch (1995) put it, “The smaller is this average

size, the more homogeneous is each district, the fewer is the number of special

interests that are likely to exist per constituency, and the greater will be the po-

litical influence of each pressure group in that district.”4. Both arguments address

how spatially heterogeneous interests are likely to be privileged in either setting,

but the geography of interests is taken, more or less, as exogenously given. At the

same time, the geography of institutions that aggregate those interests are either

taken as exogenous, or loosely theorized as endogenous to some political process

possibly related to the study at hand. Scholars test this theory at the aggregate

level, hoping that, on average, policy tends to look like what one would expect

were interests located within a state as they assume. Almost any result is not

2Rodden (2010) p. 322. Emphasis added.
3Rogowski (1987b), p. 200.
4Mansfield and Busch (1995), p. 730.
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Figure 2.4: Changing Geography of Institutions for Two Different Interest Groups
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truly a sign of a connection between the geography of interests and institutions as

much as it is a test of what might be true if, on average, institutions and interests

interact as expected.

The phenomena under study in IPE—e.g., the distributional consequences

of foreign economic policies, the effects of globalization on wages, inequality, mi-

gration, and the environment—affect individual people or firms, fundamentally at

the micro-level. While surveys of firms or individuals allows scholars to measure

interests at the micro-level, most analysis still requires some aggregation up to the

level of the theory. When grouping these values into usable data is outside of the

scholar’s control, or done in a way that does not match conveniently to electoral

boundaries, this may necessarily remove the ability to test those micro-foundations:

the explicit connection between interests and policy. For these reasons, I argue that

the spatial nature of these phenomena has important implications for theory and

measurement. The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP), which describes how

grouping spatial data can affect measurement, is thus paramount in the study of

IPE. On the theoretical side, I rely on the intuitions about the how grouping inter-

ests can change how institutions represent those interests. On the methodological

side, I focus on how grouping interests affects the values of measures we use in

quantitative analysis.

The MAUP has two general forms. First, the scale problem describes how

the choice of scale for measuring data necessarily affects the outcome (Arbia, 1989,

2001; Brülhart and Traeger, 2005). For instance, thinking back to Figure 2.4, a

measure of the correlation between ranching and farming would be very different

if done at the level of electoral boundaries, or for the entire country. Second, the

zone problem exists where the measurement of some phenomenon is sensitive to the

boundaries one chooses for aggregation (Arbia, 1989, 2001; Brülhart and Traeger,

2005).5 An example of the zone problem would be calculating the average share

of ranching per district across the two sets of boundaries in Figure 2.3. I discuss

each of these problems to a greater extent below. Both of these issues are not

5This is also referred to as the “aggregation problem” in spatial statistics, but since both
issues occur with the aggregation of smaller units into larger ones, I use the term zone problem
for clarity.
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completely new to political scientists (King, 1997). However, no current work

explicitly addresses both the theoretical and methodological implications in IPE.

My contribution relies on both the theoretical and methodological insights from

this work.

The Problem of Scale: Or Why Larger Constituencies might

Support Trade Liberalization

The key insight of the scale forms of the MAUP should not be new to

scholars of IPE. In the scale problem, measuring some phenomenon at different

geographic levels of aggregation will produce different results. For instance, if

one measures the relationship between sector-level employment and preferences

for trade liberalization at the level of zip codes or postal codes, the relationship

will no doubt be different than when measured at the level of states or province.

The correct scale is determined by the underlying theory. When the connection

between interests and their electoral institution occurs at the level of the state, we

should look to measures of state-level preferences and indicators that politicians

are acting with their constituents’ interests in mind. When the connection between

interests and their electoral institution occurs at the level of the entire country, as

in the case of most presidents, we should look to measures of preferences at the

national level. If we make the assumption that policy outcomes are a measurement

of preferences, then an institution that produces the policy most closely aligned

with some hypothetical Pareto frontier, in a sense, is a good measure of the national

policy preference. Mansfield and Busch (1995) argue that the difference between

the national interest and the policy a state chooses is essentially the result of how

well institutions are insulated from interests that might prefer deviations.6 In

the terms of MAUP preferences scaled from different levels can cause the policy

to deviate from the one most closely aligned with some national interest. When

dividing up a country into smaller and smaller units, the aggregation of preferences

within those units will look less and less like the national preference (Rogowski,

1987a).

6also see Ehrlich (2007) for evidence on how access points affect aggregate protection
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To see this more clearly, consider the argument that the U.S. president is

more supportive of free trade due to the geography of his constituency encompass-

ing the entire country.7 Since the constituency is national, the interests served by a

policy that benefits the majority of voters should most likely benefit the president

politically. As many have argued (Haggard, 1988; Lohmann and O’Halloran, 1994;

Gilligan, 1997; Mansfield and Busch, 1995), the problem in the legislature is that

geographically-specific interests residing within districts are themselves diverse.

Legislators receive political support for trade protection focused within their dis-

trict based on the interests encompassed by the electoral boundaries. Some scholars

suggest this can lead to a “logroll” where separate, geographically-concentrated in-

terests in many districts cause legislators to support other targeted interest in each

other’s districts in exchange for support on their own protectionist policy (Alt and

Gilligan, 1994). The president, facing a national constituency, can overcome the

district-level interests because serving the broader public with free trade produces

more support nationally (Nielson, 2003; Bailey et al., 1997). In fact, the act of

producing a more liberalized environment may empower pro-trade forces in the

future by giving them both more resources to lobby as well as better understand

the losses they would realize in a less liberalized environment.

While legislators may be influenced by their political time horizons or the

institutional features of the House versus the Senate (Karol, 2007)8, this argument

is mostly about the interplay of the geography of interests and the geography of

institutions. Even though the explanation is pitched theoretically, dividing up the

country into smaller units which creates different sets of interests is exactly a case

of the scale problem: the scale at which we measure interests affects the value

we observe. Were we to measure American free-trade preferences by looking at

presidential preferences, we would see a different picture than were we to look at

the conglomeration of legislative opinions. This phenomenon is not limited to the

American case. For any country with a heterogeneous geography of interests, the

7Note that I do not refer to size. The argument does not actual hinge on the “size” of the
constituency either in population or in territory, but in the share of the country it represents.

8Karol makes this argument by comparing House members and Senators whose districts over-
lap entirely
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scale at which we measure the interest, or the geography of the institution used to

aggregate interests, will cause a change in that measurement.

Different institutional arrangements will interact with the scale problem in

different ways. However, the variations in the effects of the scale problem suggest

that IPE must theorize at the correct scale and test theories only at this level. The

scale problem relies on the assumption of spatial heterogeneity, and by explicitly

theorizing about spatial heterogeneity, we can make better predictions about how

scale problems occur in institutional arrangements.

The Problem of Zone: Gerrymandering and IPE

The zone form of the MAUP also has implications for IPE. The zone prob-

lem refers to how changes in the zones over which one aggregates any spatially

heterogeneous variable changes the values observed. The study of gerrymandering

and redistricting is a specific case of this phenomenon well known to political sci-

entists. For the gerrymander, the scheme by which electoral boundaries are drawn

has the specific goal of creating a different electoral outcome. Politicians try to

change the composition of the interests in the electorate to help or hinder certain

types of candidates to win election. This is clear evidence that a change in borders

can change how interests are aggregated and thus represented. What is less clear is

the effect of the changing of boundaries on other issues more closely related to IPE,

like the share of an industry within the an electoral constituency. The implication

is that the ways in which boundaries are drawn changes policy.

To illustrate how the zone form of the MAUP might affect policy more

explicitly in the realm of IPE, consider a country with a single, national district.

In this district, every citizen is represented in proportion to his or her share of the

population because the method of aggregation exactly maps the country’s features.

If we limit this national district to a single representative, like that of a presidential

system, we remove any party dynamics associated with multi-member districts. In

short, if rural voters make up 40 percent of the country, they will represent 40

percent of the voters. Insomuch as politicians rely on this constituency, these

voters will have their voices and interests heard.
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In a stylized model from IPE, we can think of a three-factor world, with

land, labor and capital. While theory focuses on the relative abundance of these

factors vis-á-vis the global abundance to predict which factors will benefit from

freer trade, the factors are distributed spatially in some way within the country.9

Of course, in reality, these factors can occupy much the same space. Factories can

be built next to farms or in capital-rich cities and laborers can reside in spread-out

suburbs or in dense urban areas. However, it would be rare that they could con-

sistently occupy similar space. Suppose that this country with 40 percent farmers

also includes 40 percent laborers and 20 percent capitalists. When determining

trade policy, as Rogowski (1987a) points out, if the country is capital abundant

relative to the rest of the world, we would expect a red-green coalition between

labor and land, against capital. Freer trade will benefit capital, and expose la-

bor and land to comparatively advantaged land and labor abundant goods from

abroad. If it is land abundant and capital and labor scarce, there should be an

urban-rural divide, and if it is labor abundant but land and capital scarce, there

will be a coalition between land and capital. The zone problem suggests that the

way interests are aggregated can predict what policy we are likely to see. In our

initial case of a single, national district, there is reason to believe that the median

legislator should map onto the median voter. Once we understand the cleavage

over trade, we should be able to predict the policy. Supposing that the country is

relatively abundant in land, but scarce in capital and labor, a coalition of capital

and labor should provide the votes to restrict trade.

To see this case, let Figure 2.5 represent the hypothetical country, in which

each cell represents four percent of the population, with the cell label referring

to the factor which dominates that space. Assume that the country is relatively

abundant in land, but scarce in capital and labor. Here, the single representative

should prefer protectionist policies to shield the large coalition of labor and capital

from world markets.

Moving away from a single, national district, however, can still produce

a change in the policy outcomes without any change in the endowments. For

9See Rogowski (1987a) for the classic example.
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A B C D E
1 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
2 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
3 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
4 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
5 Land Land Labor Labor Capital

Figure 2.5: A country with a single constituency, no clear bias

A B C D E
1 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
2 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
3 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
4 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
5 Land Land Labor Labor Capital

Figure 2.6: A country with five constituencies, constituency interest mapped to
national interest

simplicity, by increasing the number of districts from one to five, each with one seat,

there are now multiple possible outcomes. Comparing Figure 2.6 to Figure 2.7, it

is clear that the median legislator in Figure 2.7 is land-focused, so we would expect

the legislature to be more free-trade oriented and policy to be more liberalized.

This change is not the result of a difference in endowments for the country as

a whole, or of the geography of interests within the country. Instead, it is only

a change in the geography of institutions that causes a different policy outcome.

Again, note that were we willing to apportion without respect to population, we

could produce even more biased results in a number of different directions. If the

country prefers a policy where all points of view are equally represented at the

negotiating table, then Figure 2.8 produces boundaries with that goal in mind.

A B C D E
1 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
2 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
3 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
4 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
5 Land Land Labor Labor Capital

Figure 2.7: A Country with a Clear Rural Bias
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A B C D E
1 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
2 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
3 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
4 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
5 Land Land Labor Labor Capital

Figure 2.8: Malapportionment, but Equality of Interests

A B C D E
1 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
2 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
3 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
4 Land Land Labor Labor Capital
5 Land Land Labor Labor Capital

Figure 2.9: PR with a Bias

However, in systems of proportional representation, often electoral institu-

tions deal with disproportionate apportionments by changing the share of seats in a

given district. If we change to such a setting, almost any geographic configuration

can avoid malapportionment. Even in this situation, we can still see clear over or

under representation of certain interests, simply by the geography of institutions.

Consider Figure 2.8, but instead of giving them equal representation, apportion

seats so that the district representing columns A and B receive two seats, C and

D receive two seats, and E receives one. If we then compare that to Figure 2,

with the two more northern districts with ten cells receive two seats each, and the

southern district receives one seat, the land-focused party can provide a directed

benefit to capital in the southern district and win three of five seats based on PR

rules. The point here is that even by holding the geography of interest constant,

we may see changes in policy based on changes in the geography of institutions.

However, the test of this theory requires data at the level of the institution. In

Chapter 2, I explicitly illustrate the power of this argument in terms of voting on

food aid and redistricting in the U.S. House of Representatives.

While a simplified factor model may be convenient for illustrations, many

studies question the validity of a factor model, instead focusing on sectors (Hiscox,
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2001, 2002, 2004; Ladewig, 2006) and even productivity of firms (Plouffe, 2012).

The geographic considerations here are even clearer. Sectors are often geograph-

ically concentrated for economic reasons (Krugman, 1991). Productivity is one

factor in choosing location as well. In agriculture, economic interests are confined

geographically by the climate, soil, and crop characteristics. The distributional

effects of trade policy, because of the relatively fixed and exogenous locations of

industries and interests, will also have geographically dispersed effects on society.

Methodological Implications of MAUP

Both forms of the MAUP are at their core methodological issues of mea-

surement and inference. While the have important implications for the way we

theorize in IPE, they also have significance for the way we measure our concepts.

Measuring Phenomena at the Correct Scale

If we want to measure the role of some interest group or constituency in pol-

itics, as aggregated through institutions, we are taking the spatially dispersed data

of an area and turning it into a row or rows of data. In some cases, we are forced

to aggregate data reported at a lower level to that of the electoral district—the

level at which the argument is made. The data one produces in an effort to create

measures of interests or outcomes entirely depends on the choice of boundary. In

the scale form of this problem, moving from smaller to larger aggregations can

introduce serious measurement issues. While the differences between presidential

and legislative preferences over trade liberalization provide some theoretical priors

about how these different aggregation schemes might affect policy, in many other

areas, we lack an expectation.

The acknowledgment of this problem is by no means new, as spatial statisti-

cians have long documented these issues. Yule and Kendall (1934, 1965) and Arbia

(1989) have shown that increasing the aggregation of units, and thus decreasing the

numbers of units, can drastically change the correlation between two variables, or

the measure of a single variable. Yule and Kendall provide a convenient illustration
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with their collection of data on the yields of wheat and potatoes for 48 agricultural

counties in England. Noting that it is rather impractical to grow these two crops on

the same plot of land, one might think that at the highest resolution, like the same

square foot, the correlation between wheat and potato yields should be negative.

At Yule and Kendall’s lowest level, the county, they find the correlation between

these two crops is a paltry 0.22. However, as they successively grouped together

counties, 48 to 24 to 12 to 6 to 3, and aggregated the data within, each grouping

increased the correlation coefficient measured at the new level. From their initial

correlation of 0.22, they were able find that wheat and potato yields are correlated

at 0.99 when left with only 3 large districts. Any statistical analysis that relies on

testing the relationship between these two measures would be very sensitive to the

choice of boundary, as well as the level of aggregation.

By simply changing the level of measurement, we change the relationship

between two or more spatially dispersed variables. If we want to know how potato

yields are related to wheat yields, we can produce a variety of results simply by

aggregating at different levels. The parallels to political science are numerous. For

instance, if one had employment and campaign contribution data for industry by

zip code, an aggregation up to the state would show a different correlation than

one at the level of the zip code.10 The question for the researcher is to define

the correct level and then conduct the analysis there. For theories that rely on

phenomena taking place at the electoral district level, aggregating up may change

the value.11

If the scale of measurement can drastically change the value of a given

measure, when available, the use of actual boundaries and the data displayed

10Note that this is an even greater problem if done at the level of congressional districts because
of the lack of perfect overlaps between zip codes and electoral boundaries. I address this further
in the section on methodological problems with zones

11As one example in the study of intrastate conflict, the relationship between economic inequal-
ity and ethnic heterogeneity is almost always measured at the national level, even though the
theory that ethnic-based economic inequality is a determinant of conflict(Cederman et al., 2009,
2010; Buhaug and Gates, 2002; Weidmann, 2009; Toft, 2005). The insights from these studies
are focused on a better evaluation of the construct of the theory. For example, Buhaug et al.
(2013) look at the role of the inequality of ethnic groups by calculating economic inequality as
it overlaps areas where different ethnic groups live, rather than assigning a value to the country
based on a national level of ethnic fractionalization, and a national level of inequality.
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spatially will provide the truest measure. We need to take care to conduct the

analysis at the appropriate level of aggregation. Figure 2.11 illustrates, with the

case of Sri Lanka, how using georeferenced data on population, urban extents

and electoral boundaries alleviates MAUP. Starting with shapefiles of electoral

boundaries, I utilize a raster of population counts and a raster defining urban

and rural areas to look directly at the share of population in urban areas by

electoral constituency. This method of measurement removes concerns based on

aggregations that might only be available from the Sri Lankan reporting service

at aggregations higher than the electoral constituency. By moving directly to the

electoral boundaries, aggregation occurs at the preferred level by construction. The

issue of scale is removed by scaling immediately to the level preferred for analysis:

the constituency.

Measurement with the Correct Boundaries

In IPE, measurements of interests are not often reported at the level of

electoral constituency. The zone problem suggests that this issue is not trivial

and cannot be solved easily. With heterogeneous interests spread across space,

the choice of boundary will change the measure produced. Thinking back to the

examples in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, changes in boundaries would change the

sum, average, or any number of other measures for either croplands or pasture

lands. Assuming that the borders provided are electoral boundaries, we are still

in the realm of theoretical implications. However, suppose that the borders on

the left represent the electoral boundaries, while the ones on the right represent

administrative boundaries—could be municipal or county in the case of the U.S. If

data on these two measures was only collected and reported at the administrative

level, how can we assign values as a measure of preferences in electoral districts?

As the previously discussed, scaling up to some larger unit will reduce what we

can say about any effect at the level of the electoral boundary. With the benefit of

full knowledge of the geography of interests, it is clear that assigning the electoral

districts some share of the measure based on how much the two overlap is far from

perfect. However, this is often the best researchers can do without geolocated data.
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Moreover, the effect of lacking electoral district measurements is evidence

in current research. Much of the work on constituency-level interests emanates

from the U.S. (Busch and Reinhardt, 2000; Ladewig, 2006; Hiscox, 2001; Broz,

2005; Kono, 2009). The benefit of American data is that it is relatively readily

available, and often at the electoral level. Of course, this is historical serendip-

ity for scholars, as the census—which is responsible for the basic data collection

of population, but has been tasked with increasingly more work including Amer-

ican Community Survey, Economic Census, etc.—produces data at the electoral

level because the census is constitutionally linked to the electoral process through

apportionment. In many other countries, the census and other data collection

operations are done at varying administrative levels that do not overlap with elec-

toral boundaries. Broadly in Europe, most data are reported at Nomenclature of

Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS), which are at the level of region (NUTS-

2) or county (NUTS-3) administrative levels12. These boundaries are not meant

for use in adjusting electoral boundaries, and as such do not consistently map to

electoral constituencies. As seen in Figure 2.10 below, Denmark has this exact

issue. Here the municipality data, which is used for administrative purposes, does

not overlap with constituencies, which are used for elections. While the deviations

seem small for Fyn (blue)—where only a small part is borrowed from the Aalestrup

municipality, which is primarily in the Nordjylland constituency (green)—for the

Copenhagen municipal area, the geography is split between four electoral districts.

Any measure reported at the municipal level, like census data, industry data, etc.

would require some method of assignment to districts that necessitates a geographic

method. Assigning values based on population is not possible, since census data

is reported at the administrative boundary. One could use voters as a proxy for

population, but when dealing with industry-level measures which are likely con-

centrated geographically, it is unclear whether or not voters map to industry. For

instance, it could be the case that the Copenhagen municipal area houses a large

amount of fishing vessels. While the Copenhagen constituency (red) might hold a

plurality of voters, it is not hard to imagine that the plurality of fishing might be

12Note that these are not consistently regions or counties either.
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Figure 2.10: When the Geography of Institutions does not Align with Data
Reporting

in the Sjaelland or Østjylland portions of the constituency.

Moreover, with only ten electoral districts, creating errors in the measure-

ment of four districts means we are unsure of 40 percent of the districts. For those

studying the U.S. who are limited by reporting at the zip code level, with 435

observations for the U.S. House, the concerns over a few outliers are smaller in

terms of inference for analysis. If one thinks that borders matter, and yet the data

are generated only at administrative boundaries, there is no clear way to assign

identification to the geography of this institution. However, this issue is also solved

with the process laid out in Figure 2.11. When the aggregation takes place at the

institutional level, the issues of zones are no longer as much a concern.13

13Of course, one might argue that this will always be an issue to some degree unless the reso-
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Figure 2.11: Scaling to the Geography of Institutions Removes the Issue of MAUP

As another practical example, consider the malapportionment of an elec-

toral system. When calculating a value for the whole system, Snyder and Samuels

(2001) use the absolute value of the difference between the share of seats and the

share of population over all districts, divided by two. This creates a convenient

measure where zero is a system where each voter’s share of representation is ex-

actly equal, such as a single, national district, and a value of one would mean

that a single voter received all the representation. Measuring malapportionment

lution of both institutional boundaries and measures of interests are extremely high. While this
is no doubt true, it is a question of degree. Once we have actual boundary data for constituen-
cies and data on interests, researchers can produce confidence intervals by testing the effect of
perturbations in lines. Once we know at what level a deviation would change results, then it is
just a practical case as to whether or not this cutoff is reasonable.
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A B C D E
1 2 2 2 2 5
2 2 2 2 2 5
3 2 2 2 5 5
4 2 2 5 10 10
5 2 2 5 10 20

Figure 2.12: Scale Problem in Measuring Malapportionment: Each cell represents
one electoral district in a hypothetical country. The number in the cell represents
the share of the population residing in that cell.

is simple when the number of voters or the population is reported at the level of

the electoral district. However, in many cases, administrative boundaries do not

overlap perfectly with electoral boundaries. If the quantity of voters is unreported,

how then can any malapportionment be calculated? One method would require

simply aggregating up to a level that does report data with the same boundary.

Imagine that Figure 2.12 below represents a hypothetical country with this report-

ing system. The country is heavily malapportioned, with each cell receiving one

seat—or four percent of the total seat share—and the number in the cell represent-

ing the share of the country’s population. Using Snyder and Samuels’ measure, the

level of malapportionment should be 0.6. However, due to the peculiarities of the

administrative operations of the country, data on population is only ever released

at the administrative aggregation for the three “region”, represented by the lines.

If we then take the total seats per “region” and use the population to calculate

malapportionment, we end up with 0.48, an appreciably smaller number. While

most democracies will release their voter rolls, not all do so, nor are all reliable.

Of course, looking at vote totals is also problematic if one thinks turnout will vary.

If apportionment is instead based on population, then this problem becomes very

real. This issue becomes even more problematic as we move from measuring pop-

ulation to measuring things that have no reason to be reported at the electoral

level. In essence, this example illustrates both the scale and zone problems in

conjunction.

Again, measurement aggregated to the level of constituencies allows us to

break from concerns of the MAUP. Because both the scale and zone problem af-
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fect the values of what we measure from geographic data, statistical analysis is

quite problematic. The MAUP’s effect on either the measure of one variable or

multivariate tests of correlation between two variables is indeterminate (Arbia,

1989, 2001). Some cases, like malapportionment, do produce a known bias by

construction.14. In the regression context, with either a continuous or dichoto-

mous dependent variable, Fotheringham and Wong (1991) show, “[The MAUP] is

shown to be essentially unpredictable in its intensity and effects in multivariate

statistical analysis and is therefore a much greater problem than in univariate or

bivariate analysis.” Given the current state of political science research and the re-

liance on multivariate analysis, this warning should seem quite stark. The method

and dataset I introduce in this project provide a way out of this problem when

geographic data are available.

Practical Concerns and a Roadmap for the Project

Agriculture as the Ideal Case

I focus primarily on agricultural interests in the project. Agriculture pro-

vides a convenient test of the interaction of the geography of interests and geog-

raphy of institutions for a number of reasons. First, the location of agriculture

interests is relatively fixed and somewhat exogenously determined by climate and

soil conditions. These initial endowments are hard to overcome it is unlikely that

Canada will become a major producer of coffee or that Costa Rica will become a

major producer of wheat. While some crops may enjoy subsidies or other types of

protection, overall, the factors leading to agricultural specialization are determined

outside of the political process. The fact that agricultural interest groups are tied

to location means that we can be less concerned with endogeneity of location to

political institutions.

Second, even with advances in multilevel modeling and survey sampling,

finding representative samples of survey data for individuals across electoral dis-

14Any aggregation necessarily produces equal or lower values of malapportionment, depending
on how the deviance in the combine districts compares to the average district
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tricts is hard nationally, and even more difficult cross-nationally. Measures of

agriculture are consistent across countries, especially with projects that rely on

a mix of government reporting and satellite imagery (Ramankutty et al., 2008).

Third, agriculture is easily broken down to the crop level, providing a further

disaggregated measure of interests. Where studies of other industries require the

researcher to decide at what level two products are no longer in the same category,

crop-specific data are readily available for protection (Anderson and Valenzuela,

2008) and production. By comparing crops to each other, we can vary only the

geography of interest while holding constant the geography of institutions and

many other factors that affect all crops. Fourth, despite receiving a great deal of

attention from scholars, agriculture provides a puzzle for many current theories of

protection. A number of studies show that geographic concentration leads to more

protection in the case of manufacturing (Busch and Reinhardt, 1999; McGillivray,

2004; Rickard, 2012). However, the nature of agriculture is such that its produc-

tion is inherently spread over space.15 While farmers are at the mercy of nature

in terms of where they can farm, those limitations are at the scale of regions of

countries or the world.

Take for instance the oft maligned policy of supporting domestic sugarcane

growers in the U.S. Figure 2.13 below illustrates the U.S. Congressional districts

with significant sugarcane or sugar beets production for the 102nd Congress. While

sugarcane is limited to three states in the south and southeast of the country, the

area over which it spans is very large when compared to the concepts of geographic

concentration used in other works. For instance, McGillivray’s discussion on the

cutlery industry focuses on the single city of Sheffield, U.K. Areas with sugar pro-

duction in the U.S. easily outspan all South Yorkshire, and almost all of England.

In geographic terms, sugar is not compact. Given the persistence of agricultural

protection, this result is puzzling for previous theories focused on the geography

of interests. Overall, these reasons make agriculture a fascinating and compelling

case to illustrate the role of geography in IPE.

15See Brülhart and Traeger (2005) for evidence comparing sectors. Agriculture shows some
regional concentration, as would be consistent with environmental limitation, but is not spatially
concentrated in the way many manufacturing industries are.
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While there are theoretical and statistical reasons to bring geography more

explicitly into the study of IPE, this step relies on a database of electoral bound-

aries. While at least one other project exists with this goal in mind (Global Map-

ping of Electoral Districts (GMED)), there is currently no database for geographic

boundaries of electoral systems. To test the extent to which the geography of

interests and institutions matter in IPE, I collect electoral boundaries for 60+

countries, spanning 80+ legislatures and well over 200 elections. The data in-

clude multiple countries from each of the populated continents, and vary in their

institutional make up, their economic and political development, as well as their

underlying endowments. This allows for the explicit mapping of interests onto

their political constituencies. I can more precisely measure, in a manner that is

consistent across countries, the interaction between interests and institutions and

the policy outcomes stemming from them. This produces a finer test that more

closely aligns to the theoretical connection between interests and institutions. I

combine these georeferenced boundaries with both political data and geographic

data on interests measured in a number of ways. In addition to the initial dataset

of boundaries, this method allows researchers to measure interests in a manner

consistent across countries and electoral systems. Allowing researchers to measure

interests at the electoral level in this way should help overcome the statistical issues

associated with geographically dispersed data. The method also fits more closely

with the theoretical underpinnings and micro-foundations of many IPE arguments,

in the sense that it aids in measuring interactions between the constituency and

the institution, rather than at the national level.

With my focus on trade policy, especially in the realm of agricultural pro-

tection and food aid, I take advantage of a number of data collected by geographers

that provide a sector and crop-level measure of interest (see Monfreda et al. (2008),

Ramankutty and Foley (1999a), Ramankutty et al. (2008), and Ramankutty and

Foley (1999b). While agriculture provides a convenient test of the theories laid out

above, a number of other geocoded datasets could be integrated with this project16.

Additionally, my newly produced data will eventually be coded so that merging

16Just to name a few, see GDELT, AidData, the many listed at SEDAC, Ghosh et al. (2010)
and Wucherpfennig et al. (2011)
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with the Global Elections Database, which holds data at the constituency level.17

17Brancati, Dawn. Global Elections Database [computer file]. New York: Constituency-Level
Elections Dataset [distributor], Date Accessed 08/22/2013. Website: http://www.cle.wustl.edu



Chapter 3

The Role of the Geography of

Institutions: The Case of Food

Aid

This year’s conference pays homage to your extraordinary efforts to move

food from where it is harvested on American farms, to the baskets of poor, malnour-

ished people around the world. Americans are historically generous in answering

the call of those in need and sharing our bounty with those less fortunate. This

tradition has set a high standard for the rest of the world to follow. So, I want to

thank you for your high level of dedication to humanitarian efforts that are truly

an American phenomenon.

Michael Scuse, Undersecretary for Farm and Foreign Agricultural Services. Tues-

day, May 8, 20121

Across the earth, America is feeding the hungry. More than 60 percent of in-

ternational emergency food aid comes as a gift of the people of the United States?.

Millions are facing great affliction, but with our help, they will not face it alone.

America has a special calling to come to their aid and we will do so with the com-

1www.fsa.usda.gov/Internet/FSA File/2012 ifadc undersec remark.pdf
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passion and generosity that have always defined the United States.

President George W. Bush February 1, 2003, Washington, D.C2

[Food for Peace] depends on the unparalleled productivity of American farmers

and the American agricultural system. Without this vast system there would be no

Food for Peace program.

USAID, 50th Anniversary report3

Introduction

Statements from Undersecretary Scuse, President Bush and USAID’s 50th

Anniversary report invoke both the humanitarian benefits of feeding the hungry

abroad as well as respect for the productive American farmers, whose hard work

makes this charity possible. Originally signed by President Eisenhower in 1954,

PL 480 has been sending millions of metric tons of American foodstuffs at the

cost of billions of dollars each year. In 2010 alone, the U.S. spent almost 1.1

billion USD to buy and transport over 2.5 million metric tons of food to those

who needed it worldwide. Despite this praise, many in the scholarly community

(Kneteman, 2009; Nestle and Dalton, 1994; Moore and Stanford, 2010), NGOs4,

and politicians—including the current President and his predecessor5—call for re-

forms to the program.

In this chapter, I argue that Congressional support drives a continued status

quo on food-aid policy, and that constituency-level interests drive Congressional

positions. Specifically, members of the U.S. House of Representatives are influenced

by those interests that benefit from the current policy and reside within their dis-

trict, while districts which contain interests who do not benefit or are made worse

2pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/PDABZ818.pdf
3pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/PDABZ818.pdf
4See Oxfam’s position http://www.oxfamamerica.org/files/food-aid-roll-call-with-partners,

as well as others
5President Obama’s stance: http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/factsheet/

reforming-international-food-aid. President Bush’s explicit mention during the 2008 State
of the Union speech: http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/01/28/sotu.transcript/

pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDABZ818.pdf
pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDABZ818.pdf
http://www.oxfamamerica.org/files/food-aid-roll-call-with-partners
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/factsheet/reforming-international-food-aid
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/factsheet/reforming-international-food-aid
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/01/28/sotu.transcript/
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off by the policy are more likely to support reforms that change procurement and

delivery. I test this argument using geographically coded data on crop yields, as

well as the location of ports used as the point of exit for food-aid shipments sent

abroad. I map these to congressional districts for the 112th and 113th Congresses.

These data provide an accurate way to measure interest groups geographically. I

use the change in these constituency boundaries due to the required redistricting

after the 2010 census as an exogenous shock to constituency interests. I show

evidence of a causal relationship of these geographically-located interests for de-

termining the probability of representatives supporting calls to reform or change

food aid between the two congresses. I find that a decrease in food-aid crops in a

district increases the likelihood that a representative will vote for food-aid reform.

I also find limited evidence that shipping interests, measured by the location of

seaports, decrease the probability of reform, while ranching interests increase the

likelihood of reform.

In addition to providing insights into the determinants of Congressional

support for food aid, this chapter provides an ideal test case for the role of the

geography of institutions in IPE. Here, I hold the geography of interests constant,

while only varying the geography of institutions. No major electoral rule changes

occur with the change in boundaries. Moreover, the preferences of geographically-

located interests are both constant and known. The payoff to farmers of food-aid

crops and those who transport them are clear. With observable changes in voting

by Congressional members, the most likely cause is a change in their electoral

incentives driven by a change to the geographic boundaries of their constituencies.

For this reason, food aid provides a clear test of the institutional element of my

broader geographical argument.

What Determines Food Aid?

The Role of Constituency Interests in Foreign Aid

During the past decade, scholars have begun to take seriously domestic

economic and political interests in determining aid policy from the donor’s per-
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spective. Most work on foreign aid focuses on the effects of aid within recipient

nations or the payoffs to a donor’s broad national interest (Stone, 2002; Dreher

et al., 2009; Dreher and Jensen, 2007). As the concerns over the implications of

aid distribution for development increased, scholars turned their attention to what

drives a donor’s decision to give aid. A number of studies focus on the role of

domestic politics within donor nations in terms of driving aid flows. These studies

look both to the concerns of the public (Chong and Gradstein, 2008; Milner and

Tingley, 2010a), as well as special interests within congressional districts (Fleck

and Kilby, 2001, 2006; Powers et al., 2010).

I build on this work by arguing that not only do constituency-level prefer-

ences help explain the voting of legislators, but that these votes are sensitive to

the geography of interests and institutions within the country. In the case of the

U.S., I mean members of congress are affected by changes in their constituency

boundaries that change the configuration of interests within their districts. Ad-

ditionally, while previous studies find evidence of factor-level effects only, I find

that by measuring interests more precisely using GIS, preferences over food aid

are as specific as the type of crops being grown. This does not refute previous

studies, but illustrates that when policy can be focused on specific interests, more

refined measures of interests provide the most accurate explanation for support at

the legislative level.

While little academic work focuses on the determinants of food aid specifi-

cally, a number of broader studies on foreign aid define three major determinants:

international political benefits, public preferences, and domestic economic inter-

ests. The literature dealing with the international political benefits focuses on how

aid is used to buy the goodwill of or policy concessions from other states (Barro

and Lee, 2005; Thacker, 1999; Dreher et al., 2009; Dreher and Jensen, 2007). Much

of the debate lies over whether donors focus on their allies or those they hope to

convince. However, donors are generally seen as trying to maximize some bas-

ket of policy choices from recipient countries through voting in the UN, voting

by non-permanent members on the UN Security Council, or support for other

foreign-related activities.
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This literature provides two key implications. First, the assumption of

what donors want is loosely set as some “national interest”(see Gould (2003) for

an exception). Voting with the U.S. in the UN General Assembly or UNSC may

benefit specific interests in some cases, but overall the decisions made in those

bodies are broad issues unlikely to have specific constituencies within the U.S. If

donors are paying for some policy concessions that loosely benefit their nation,

then more aid should help buy more concessions. Second, the aid sent to allies

and friends should have fewer conditions on it, thus be more politically beneficial

to the recipient.

The second argument in the literature addresses the preferences of indi-

viduals. Here, scholars argue that individuals have a preference for non-political

aid that is spent efficiently (Milner, 2006). Citizens understand that their govern-

ments have some preference to use aid strategically. However, individuals actually

prefer that aid be used for development purposes, and thus want aid distributed

by a third party who can make a non-political determination of where the aid will

do the most good. Moreover, the burden-sharing within multilateral institutions

helps increase the benefit of aid.

Again, this line of reasoning provides two important implications. First, if

citizens have some preference for the non-political goals of aid, they should prefer

a program that does the most good, in the sense that it provides the best outcome

for recipients. Second, individuals who either prefer more development or prefer

less aid should both strongly support programs that are more efficient. Aid that is

inefficiently distributed costs more to produce less, thus angering both supporters

and opponents of aid since their country could either pay less for the same outcome

or produce more aid at the same cost.

Food-aid policy is puzzling for these first two theories. If food aid helps

to buy support of recipient nations, then a more efficient use of resources could

produce more aid, and more political benefits from aid. Moreover, procurement in

the region, as suggested in the reforms6, would offer the opportunity to produce

benefits through purchasing food in either an unafflicted region of the country in

6For the USDA report to which most point as the ideal distribution system, see:http://www.
fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.pdf

http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.pdf
http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.pdf
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crisis or a third country in the region. Each of these would provide a secondary

political payoff to a donor. Preventing starvation, as the quotes at the beginning of

the chapter suggest, is the primary way the public thinks about food aid, and the

focus of those who inform the public as well. If more people could be fed for less

then, as reformers argue and even a USDA study suggests7, the choice of current

policy is inefficient.

In the framework of constituency interests, food-aid policy seems less puz-

zling, but there are still analytical and empirical problems to address. A number

of studies show that, within countries and specifically within the U.S., interests

at the constituency level help explain foreign aid decisions. Here, special interests

that stand to benefit from foreign aid spending either lobby Congress or may be

targeted by legislators. In terms of financial aid, Broz (2005) and Broz and Hawes

(2006) both find evidence that financial interests in congressional districts help

explain voting patterns on international bailouts in the U.S. House of Representa-

tives. Here, it is less the direct payoff from aid, but the resulting stability of aid

on financial markets that drives the preferences of interests.8 Focusing on develop-

ment aid, Fleck and Kilby (2001) show evidence that foreign aid contracts within

districts encourage members of congress to vote in favor of aid, although the effect

is primarily for Republicans in and around Washington, DC. USAID, they argue,

could not strategically build a coalition in favor of aid by focusing their project

to specific districts. This is problematic for the future of aid, since they suggest

that the Cold War consensus on aid producing important political outcomes is no

longer required for pursuing America’s foreign policy priorities.

Milner and Tingley (2010b) look at congressional votes from 1979 to 2003,

and show that district-level concerns tend to shape the voting of U.S. House mem-

bers. A key innovation is the separation of votes over aid into type, where they

argue broad development aid should benefit capital-rich interests, and thus increase

the likelihood of votes in favor of aid by representatives with larger concentrations

of high-skilled labor and capital goods.9 Milner and Tingley also look at votes

7Again, see: http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.
pdf

8See Gould (2003) as well
9See also Fleck and Kilby (2006) for evidence that the type of aid may matter for support.

http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.pdf
http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/LRP%20Report%2012-03-12%20TO%20PRINT.pdf
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over food aid, but like their analysis of military aid, the results primarily contrast

development aid as they are unaffected by a Stolper-Samuelson logic, and instead

rely on the agricultural production of the district.

Food Aid as a Case within Foreign Aid

As general studies on the domestic politics of foreign aid were motivated by

the effort to understand why countries pursue ineffective development strategies,

so to can the study of the domestic politics of food aid specifically be linked to

inefficient humanitarian strategies. The majority of U.S. food aid is domestically

grown food—also called “in-kind”. Scholars question the humanitarian element

of this policy (Kneteman, 2009; Nestle and Dalton, 1994; Moore and Stanford,

2010). At least since 1988, the World Food Programme has pushed its members

to abandon in-kind food aid in favor of regionally grown alternatives. Moreover,

the intervention and eventual withdrawal of UN troops from Somalia was largely

linked to the provision of food aid within the country (Nestle and Dalton, 1994).

All of these suggest a growing consensus around the need to reform the current

system.

In the most recent Congressional vote on aid reform, H.AMDT.190 to

H.R.1947, the conclusions from previous work seem problematic. Looking at the

distribution of votes spatially, mapped by congressional district in Figure 3.1, sug-

gests that this may be more than an urban versus rural issue. The logical extension

of Milner and Tingley to food aid is to consider land as an additional factor of pro-

duction. Farmers, who rely on the relatively abundant land, across the country

support this subsidy to their crop prices, as government purchasing is a direct in-

tervention into the market. Urban areas should oppose the aid because it will not

support either high skilled or labor intense consumption of goods abroad. Urban

voters pay higher costs for food based on the price effect and lose in terms of a

foreign policy payoff, since they could get more “development” or “humanitarian”

aid for the same price if food were purchased abroad.

Instead of coding aid based on specific bills, they focus on the types of countries that receive aid
under different ideological configurations of the President and Congress.
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Table 3.1: Voting for H.AMDT.190 by Party

Vote Democrats Republicans Total
Nay 103 126 229
Yea 100 104 204
Present 9 2 11
Total 212 232 444

However, this reading of the map ignores variation within urban areas.

House members in the Long Beach and San Pedro areas of Los Angeles vote against

reform. The same is true for those districts in and around Houston and Staten

Island, and certain districts in Newark and Elizabeth, New Jersey. Moreover, large

parts of the West favor reform, even though they include areas of agricultural lands

and low population density. Even in the heavily partisan 113th Congress, food aid

does not split House members by party. As seen in Table 3.1, Democrats and

Republicans were both divided almost evenly on voting for H.AMDT.190.

While previous empirical evidence suggests that agriculture is the primary

interest driving support for food aid, voting in the 113th Congress does not fit

this pattern. I argue that the organization of interests around the issue of food

aid is differentiated by a much more refined measure of economic interest. Within

agricultural areas, farmers of crops that are purchased as part of PL 480 should

benefit from food aid, while farmers and ranchers engaged in the growing and

selling of other products should not benefit. Moreover, shipping many metric tons

of food around the world requires lots of spending and the use of American-flagged

ocean transport. Interests associated with shipping should also support the status

quo. Accounting for differences within agriculture and the payoff to transportation

interests with a much more refined measure of these interests allows me to explain

voting in the House of Representatives to a greater degree than previous work.
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I build on Milner and Tingley (2010b), in terms of their determinants for

support of foreign aid, but argue that there are a number of additional factors

to consider in the case of food aid. Like Milner and Tingley’s assessment of

development-focused aid, food aid has fiscal implications in the sense that individ-

uals in the donor nation pay more in taxes to finance the purchasing and shipping

of food aid to needy nations. Not only is there a direct negative effect of aid in

terms of higher taxes on individuals in the donor nation, but the fact that PL 480’s

current system is inefficient leads to higher taxes for even less aid. Second, there

is general terms-of-trade effect for consumers. Since the government is purchasing

food otherwise destined for the market, food prices are higher than they would be

otherwise. Generally, we might expect that the diffuse tax implications and price

increases on individuals is too small to provoke serious opposition to the policy

broadly. However, smaller groups for whom the benefits are concentrated may

either lobby in favor of the status quo in food aid, or the group may be targeted

by politicians who pursue this policy for the electoral support (Olson, 1965). This

should be equally and oppositely true for concentrated interests that pay higher

costs under the status quo of PL 480.

While other studies find no evidence for a sectoral argument in foreign

aid more broadly, food aid provides a more refined case both in the specificity of

interests and the measure of those interests. The agricultural sector is not affected

equally by food aid. This is evident in two important ways. In addition to the

general terms-of-trade effect for consumers—since agricultural workers are also

consumers of food—certain agricultural products use the same, or similar, food-

aid crops as inputs. For those who own cattle, dairy cows or are engaged in other

pastoral activities, purchasing and sending corn and other grains abroad increases

the price of a rancher’s inputs to production. Unlike the average consumer in the

U.S., the terms-of-trade effect hits a rancher’s bottom line in a more substantial

manner. Producers of livestock pay both the cost of a regular consumer as well as

higher costs to their inputs.

Not all farm products are appropriate or practical for sending abroad in

the form of food aid. Any crops not used for human consumption, like cotton,
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tobacco, or flowers, have no use in famine relief. Many fruits and vegetables require

refrigeration or rapid transport to their destination of consumption or else they

will spoil. In this sense, sending apples or tomatoes to famine stricken regions is

impractical. Instead, food-aid crops sent tend to be grains, starches and legumes

which hold their nutritional value well through transport. This is evident in USDA

purchasing of food aid10. To the extent that any goods are substitutes for those

purchased as part of PL 480, there may be some marginal effect in increasing the

price of goods not sent abroad. Without knowing the consumption patterns for all

crops, and the degree to which they act as substitutes, I focus on the concentrated

and politically organized interests for which the distributional implications are

more clear: farmers producing food-aid crops and ranchers who“consume” food-

aid crops as inputs for livestock production.

Given that these interest groups are clearly defined by how they benefit

from or are hurt by food aid, it suggests a number of testable hypotheses:

H1: Congressional members with more interests that benefit from continued

food aid should be more likely to oppose any reforms to the food-aid program.

H2: Congressional members with more interests that pay costs from contin-

ued food aid should be more likely to support any reforms to the food-aid program.

Additionally, PL 480, due to The Cargo Preference act P.L. 83-644, requires

food aid shipments be made primarily on U.S. flagged ships. This guarantees

business for U.S. shipping companies to transport these goods. As the USDA’s

own study shows, one major reason to reform PL 480 to purchase food abroad is

to save on the time and cost of shipping the goods from the U.S. to the afflicted

region. Transportation interests within the U.S., both the corporations that own

and operate the ships as well workers who export these goods, receive benefits from

the continuation of the status quo.

H3: Congressional members with transportation interests in their district

should be more likely to oppose any reforms to the food-aid program.

10http://www.fas.usda.gov/excredits/foodaid/reports/2010FoodAidTable4.pdf

http://www.fas.usda.gov/excredits/foodaid/reports/2010FoodAidTable4.pdf
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Thus far I have laid out clear expectations for which interests might support

or oppose reforming PL 480. Both pro-reform and anti-reform groups differ in their

geographic dispersion across the U.S. Thinking back to Figure 3.1, there are clear

geographic trends as to where reform votes cluster. However, the measure of inter-

ests used in previous studies of food aid—or foreign aid more generally—implicitly

rely on the interaction between the geography of interests and the geography of in-

stitutions by including variables calculated at the constituency level11 In addition

to theorizing over what these interests prefer, I also argue how they are represented

helps explain whether or not the preferences of food-aid farmers are reflected in

Congress. The argument for interests driving these policy decisions ignores the

role of the electoral geography in an important way. Drawing on the zone prob-

lem from spatial statistics12, I argue that the way electoral boundaries are drawn

explicitly relates to the policy choices of politicians.

The zone problem relates to the fact that measuring geographically het-

erogeneous data is sensitive to the choice of boundary over which one aggregates.

In the field of American politics we commonly see the zone problem in terms of

gerrymandering. Politicians purposely include or exclude, by geographically ma-

nipulation of electoral boundaries, certain interest within a district to affect which

candidates are likely to win that district. However, how the spatial distribution of

interests changes political outcomes is not only the result of savvy politicians act-

ing to distort elections. The choice of boundaries can create differential partisan

outcomes simply due to Democratic voters tending to live in higher concentra-

tions (Chen and Rodden, 2009). This insight, that changes in electoral boundaries

can change political outcomes, applies directly to IPE, and specifically the mea-

suring of interests over policy on food aid. All three sets of interests I discuss

above—food-aid crops, pasture lands and shipping interests—have a fixed spatial

11See Milner and Tingley (2010b). However, even in these cases, certain measures of interest
are not available at the level of the congressional district. Broz (2005) uses measures of industry
employment at the county level, which he recognizes as “ obviously a crude aggregation method
fraught with measurement error.” In Chapter 1 of the dissertation, I explain how one can improve
upon these measures when spatial data are available.

12This is also referred to as the “aggregation problem”, but since both issues occur with the
aggregation of smaller units into larger ones, I use the term zone problem for clarity. See Arbia
(1989), as well as chapter one of this dissertation for a more in-depth discussion of this problem
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component. Lands suitable for growing corn or other grains used in food aid are

relatively fixed and somewhat exogenously determined by climate and soil condi-

tions. This is true for pasture lands as well. Shipping interests are tied to ports

suitable for large ships and rapid loading of cargo. Even when these interests are

fixed in space, changes in the geography of institutions can change policy.

H4: A change in the share of pro-food aid (anti-food aid) interest in a dis-

trict due to the change in constituency boundaries should decrease (increase) the

likelihood of a Congressional members opposing (supporting) reforms to the food-

aid program.

Overall, my argument on the determinants of food aid relies on the theoret-

ical intuition that specific interests benefit from the status quo. The predictions

here are more refined than in previous work. I utilize the idea that different types of

foreign aid have differential effects on domestic interests, as Fleck and Kilby (2006)

and Milner and Tingley (2010b) argue. I also focus on a more spatially precise

measure of interests, in line with Fleck and Kilby (2001)’s work on the location

of foreign-aid contracts. By focusing on food aid, I can identify the geographic

location of interests, and exactly how institutions represent them.

Quantitative Evidence

Data and Methods

To test this argument on the interaction of the geographic location of in-

terests and institutions, I utilize data from a number of sources. The dependent

variable for the 112th Congress comes from a series of four roll-call votes aiming

to reduce or zero-out funding for the Food for Peace program.13 All four votes

addressed amendments on H.R.2112, the Consolidated and Further Continuing

13Note that while these vote do not concern food aid only, they are equivalent to the types of
votes used in analysis of foreign aid(see Milner and Tingley (2010b)). The ideal clean measure
rarely exists in this context.
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Appropriations Act, and all occurred on June 15, 2011.

H.AMDT.428: Introduced by Jason Chaffetz (R - Utah 3), the amend-
ment was to zero out the Food for Peace program, as well as cut a
number of other programs.

H.AMDT.436: Introduced by Tea Party candidate and winner in Ari-
zona’s First Congressional district, Paul Gosar, this amendment called
for a reduction in the Food for Peace Title II Grants by $100,000,000
to instead fund Multi-Family Housing Revitalization Program Account
and the Rural Business Program.

H.AMDT.442: Also introduced by Gosar (R - Arizona 1), this amend-
ment aimed to cut $100 million from the Food for Peace Title II grants.

H.AMDT.443: Introduced by Paul Broun (R - Georgia 10), this amend-
ment aimed to cut $ 940,198,000 from the Food for Peace Title II grants.

I code members as voting for reform, in this case cutting funds to Food for

Peace, as one if they vote in favor of at least one of these amendments.14 While

this measure may over count the number of reformers, as a robustness check, I

also create a dichotomous variable coded one for a pro-reform vote for each of the

four bills, as well as a count of the number of pro-reform bills for which a member

voted in favor. I rerun all models for the 112th Congress using these alternative

dependent variables, and find results largely consistent with the broader coding of

votes for reform (See Appendix).

For the 113th Congress, I look at votes for H.AMDT.190 to H.R.1947, Fed-

eral Agriculture Reform and Risk Management Act of 2013. This amendment

called for purchasing larger shares of food aid outside of the U.S. and took place

on June 19, 2013, almost exactly two years after the first set of votes. While it

does not call for explicit cuts to the food aid budget, it calls for the savings due

to the efficiency gains in the program to be used in part to offset some negative

effects to farmers and shipping interests, as well as be put back towards deficit

reduction.

14For the purpose of this analysis, I code votes of “Present” as a zero
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The main explanatory variable of interest is the amount of farming in a

district that could directly benefit from USDA purchasing of food aid. Based off

of commodity summaries from USDA, I look at those crops with over $50,000,000

of total value for PL 480 procurements for 2010. There are five crops that re-

ceive this amount of aid or higher across the various categories of procurement:

corn/maize, peas, sorghum, soy and wheat. Spending on these crops far outweighs

any others. I utilize georeferenced data from Monfreda et al. (2008), which pro-

vides a raster of crop yields (ton per hectare) at five minute resolution (∼10km)

in longitude and latitude for the world for the year 200015. Each crop is stored in

a separate raster. While the location of crops changes over time, see Ramankutty

and Foley (1999a)and Ramankutty and Foley (1999b), it is unlikely that major

shifts occurred in the intervening 11 to 13 years since the measurement. I then use

shapefiles of congressional electoral boundaries for the 112th and 113th Congresses

(U.S. Census). I project the raster for an individual crop and the congressional

boundary file using ERSI’s ArcMap 10.1. I then take the sum of yields within

each electoral district. I total the sum of all yields from these crops by district to

produce the Food-Aid Crops variable.16

To test what role transportation plays in constituency interests, I utilize

the World Ports Index, maintained by the National Geospatial Administration.17

This database contains the location and a variety of characteristics for ports world-

wide. I limit my analysis to those in the U.S., and within that subset, only those

ports considered large or medium. I also code separately those ports specifically

delineated by the USDA Farm Service agency as ”U.S. Ports of Export.” These

ports act as the point of exit for all food aid. Because all ports are referenced by a

15While a five minute resolution may be somewhat coarse, given that the size of electoral
districts is likely correlated with their likelihood of containing agricultural land—due to districts
being required to have as near equal population as possible—under-measurement is primarily
occurring only in small, urban districts.

16To limit the effect of outliers, but given the fact that there are districts with no crop produc-
tion, I utilize the method suggested in Gelman (2008) to scale the measure without losing the
observations with zero crops. This normalizes the variable such that it has a mean of zero and
standard deviation of 0.5. As an additional robustness check, I use the natural log of 1 plus the
sum of yields

17See: http://msi.nga.mil/NGAPortal/MSI.portal? nfpb=true& pageLabel=msi portal page
62&pubCode=0015

http://msi.nga.mil/NGAPortal/MSI.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=msi_portal_page_62&pubCode=0015
http://msi.nga.mil/NGAPortal/MSI.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=msi_portal_page_62&pubCode=0015
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point in the shapefile, and do not illustrate the areal coverage that modern major

ports exhibit, I spatially join congressional districts and the closest port ”point”,

using the distance between the point and district as a rough proxy for the location

of transportation interests within a congressional district. I then create a dummy

variable for whether the district has a port within roughly one mile of one of these

points. I code USDA Port as one if it falls within one mile of a USDA delineated

export point. Because shipping interests will benefit from the status quo in food

aid, and ships are by their nature mobile, I also create a dummy variable, Major

Port, coded one if it falls within one mile of any medium or large port. Here, I

suspect that shipping interests and possibly dock-workers and stevedores unions

may target representatives broadly to support the policy, even those the direct

implications are only within the USDA delineated ports.

While the crops listed above and location of ports should measure support

for food aid status quo in a district, I also calculate the share of land used for

pastoral and ranching purposes to capture opposition to food aid. Ranchers bear

concentrated costs from PL 480 because it raises the cost of their inputs. Using

data from Ramankutty et al. (2008), I estimate the spatial extent of pastoral

land use in a congressional district similarly to the process used for food-aid crops.

Because yields from livestock are not available, I calculate a variable called Pasture

Lands, which is the mean for raster values within each congressional district as a

proxy for the level of ranching interests. Higher values of Pasture Lands suggest

that a larger share of the district relies on pastoral activity, and thus prefers lower

grain prices.

In a number of studies, party and ideology show a negative effect on votes

for foreign aid (Fleck and Kilby, 2001, 2006; Milner and Tingley, 2010b). I control

for the party affiliation of legislators for both votes. Even within party, a number

of studies find that ideology has an effect on the propensity to support foreign

aid. Since the ideological reasons to limit food aid are consistent with those in the

general aid literature, I include the first dimension from the DW-Nominate scores

for the 112th congress.18 The first dimension is associated with ideology based

18Because this analysis looks at very recent votes in Congress, DW-Nominate and a number
of other controls are only available for the 112th Congress.
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on the overall pattern of voting across the entire congressional session (Carroll

et al., 2009). I also include a dummy variable, Friend of Farm Bureau, coded 1

if the member was listed by the American Farm Bureau as a “Friend of the Farm

Bureau”. These members are denoted due to their particular role in supporting

bills deemed by the AFB as important to farming interests. Because the AFB only

awards members of Congress after the conclusion of each session, this variable is

only available for the 112th Congress.

Analysis and Results

The first test is to look at constituency interests in the 112th congress. Given

the dichotomous nature of the variable, I use a probit model with Huber/White

standard errors. Table 3.2 presents the results of this analysis. Higher amounts of

crop yields for products purchased in food aid leads to a decreased likelihood of

voting for reform. While higher levels of pasture lands are positive and significant

in model 1, it is not significant when controlling for other factors. It does, however,

remain positive throughout. Partisanship does matter, as Republicans are initially

more likely to vote for reform. However, once controlling for ideology, Republicans

are less likely to vote for reform. This may be a result of the many ”Tea Party”

candidates who won office in the 2010 election. For them, it is likely the fiscal

implications of food aid that lead to an increased probability of voting for reform.

While the coefficient on either USDA ports or Major port within the district is

negative, it never passes into conventional levels of statistical significance. Finally,

controlling for Friends of the Farm Bureau has no impact on voting. This is in

line with the expectation that agricultural interests should be somewhat split over

continued food-aid policy.19

Turning to the vote in the 113th Congress, I find consistent results for the

importance of constituency-level interests, as shown in Table 3.3. Again I use a

probit model with Huber/White standard errors. Consistent with the previous

congress, higher food-aid crop yields are associated with a decreased likelihood of

19Tables 3.5- 3.9 present alternative specifications. In all cases, Food-Aid Crops remains neg-
ative and significant.
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Table 3.2: Votes on Reform in the 112th Congress

DV: 1 = yea (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0 = nay

Food-Aid Crops -0.298** -0.320** -0.335** -0.328** -0.357**
(0.148) (0.141) (0.142) (0.141) (0.143)

Pasture Lands 1.087** 0.666 0.608 0.627 0.558
(0.477) (0.527) (0.529) (0.536) (0.551)

Republican 1.842*** -2.834*** -2.850*** -2.849*** -2.984***
(0.165) (0.742) (0.739) (0.736) (0.723)

DW-Nominate 4.740*** 4.758*** 4.736*** 4.676***
(0.759) (0.758) (0.759) (0.745)

USDA Port -0.294
(0.277)

Major Port -0.1 -0.0795
(0.195) (0.195)

Friend of Farm
Bureau 0.296

(0.196)
Constant -1.646*** 0.00922 0.0473 0.048 -0.0111

(0.144) (0.280) (0.279) (0.280) (0.280)
Log
pseudolikelihood -204.882 -160.897 -160.377 (160.778) -159.818
Prob> chi2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Observations 445 442 442 442 442
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗ p < 0.1. In models 2-5, the inclusion of DW-Nom causes three cases to
drop out. This is due to a number of members being replace, and the newer
member not receiving a score for the congress.
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Table 3.3: Votes on Reform in the 113th Congress

DV: 1 = yea, 0 = nay (1) (2) (3)

Food-Aid Crops -0.395** -0.305** -0.309**
(0.183) (0.149) (0.149)

Pasture Lands 0.379 1.048** 1.023**
(0.382) (0.479) (0.481)

Republican -0.017 1.840*** 1.806***
(0.124) (0.165) (0.169)

USDA Port -0.160
(0.241)

Major Port -0.150
(0.176)

Constant -0.140 -1.625*** -1.576***
(0.093) (0.147) (0.162)

Log pseudolikelihood -301.763 -204.672 -204.530
Prob> chi2 0.137 0.000 0.000

Observations 445 445 445
Robust standard errors in parentheses
∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1

voting in favor of reform. While both port variables are not statistically significant,

Pasture Lands are positive and significant in models 2 and 3. Republican remains

negative and significant in each model as well.

Both because the interpretation of these coefficients is not intuitive, and because

the independent variable of interest is normalized, I illustrate the marginal effects

of these findings. For the both the 112th and 113th Congresses, larger shares of

food-aid crops are associated with a lower probability of voting for reform as seen

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

The strongest test of the effect of constituency interests on the likelihood of a

member of Congress to vote for food-aid reform is to see if direct changes in the level

of interests changes member voting. I model the vote choice for the 152 legislators

that cast votes on the reform bills in both congresses, but changed their stance.

Using the method laid out in Stratmann (2002) and Broz (2005), I construct a panel

where each legislator is counted twice. Their vote is coded “1” for a pro-reform

vote in either congressional session. Due to the redistricting for the 2012 election,
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Table 3.4: Changes in Voting Behavior between Congresses

DV: 1 = yea, 0 = nay (1) (2) (3)

Food-Aid Crops -0.571** -0.570** -0.587**
(0.244) (0.244) (0.247)

Pasture Lands 0.922* 0.927* 0.818
-0.523 -0.525 -0.529

Republican 1.219*** 1.219*** 1.161***
(0.172) (0.172) (0.179)

USDA Port 0.0235
(0.278)

Major Port -0.214
(0.203)

Constant -1.169*** -1.172*** -1.067***
(0.140) (0.145) (0.167)

Log pseudolikelihood -434.907 -434.904 -434.349
Prob> chi2 0 0 0

Observations 304 304 304
Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered on the

legislator. The 304 observations count each member twice.
∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1
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Figure 3.2: The marginal effect and 95 percent confidence intervals of food-aid
crops on the probability of voting in favor of reform in the 112th Congress. Esti-
mates from model 5 in Table 3.2, with Republican=1, Friend of Farm Bureau=0,
Major Port=0 and all other variables held at their mean.

many of the districts changed in terms of the constituency interests.20 I argue that

this introduces a shock to the interests represented by the Congressperson. If the

geography of institutions, specifically congressional districts, induces a change in

the way interests are aggregated, I expect new districts that decrease the share of

food-aid crops to increase the likelihood of voting for reform. The test is at the

level of the legislator, however, not the district, per se. Legislators are exposed

to some set of interest before the 2012 election, and vote based on the strategy

they see best fitting their goals. After the redistricting, they are exposed to a

different dosage of interests, which may change their vote. Because the numbering

of districts may no longer be consistent after reapportionment, I match specifically

on the legislator, regardless of the district in which they run. In some cases,

previous members ran against other incumbents in newly formed districts. While

20Broz (2005) excludes those cases where district-level characteristics change drastically. In his
study, the effort is to isolate the effects of lobbying and contributions from constituency effects.
In my analysis, I am focusing primarily on the changes to districts due to the change in electoral
boundaries.
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Figure 3.3: The marginal effect and 95 percent confidence intervals of food-
aid crops on the probability of voting in favor of reform in the 113th Congress.
Estimates from model 3 in Table 3.3, with Republican=1, Major Port=0 and all
other variables held at their mean.

members might represent drastically changed districts after the election, the change

in constituency-level interest should provide a key element to the causal claim

about what drives voting on food-aid policy. I cluster the standard errors by

legislator. The results, as seen in Table 3.4, suggest that food-aid crops do affect

the change in legislator’s voting over reform. An increase in Food-Aid Crops in the

district leads to a decrease in the likelihood of a reform vote. Moreover, in models

(1) and (2), Pasture Lands does have the hypothesized positive effect, albeit at

marginal levels of statistical significance. Both USDA Port and Major Port have

no statistical effect in models (2) or (3), respectively.

One concern when dealing with forward-looking politicians is that they are

often looking to the next election, and thus may be considering the changes to

their constituency’s interests or the need to run in a new district when voting. In

a sense, this should bias against the findings here, as any forward preparation for

the 2012 electoral districts should lead politicians to intuit what their new district

will look like, and thus vote consistently for the 2011 and 2013 votes. They would
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be foreswearing the interests of their current district in an effort to make their

candidacy more credible in the upcoming election. Moreover, they have ten years

before the next redistricting, so the shock of another change to their constituency’

interest is less likely.

Discussion

The results presented here provide important insights into the studies of

food aid, foreign aid, and IPE generally. The general lesson from this analysis for

IPE more broadly is that the geography of institutions matters for understanding

foreign-focused economic policy. Many scholars find that interests and institutions

within a country help explain a given country’s policy choice. These previous

studies ignore the way in which geography is inherently part of this interaction.

Shifting electoral boundaries change the way interests are represented, even when

those interest are relatively fixed. These changed boundaries lead to observable

difference in voting on food aid.

This chapter illustrates the important intuitions from the zone problem.

General models of institutions that do not consider how interests and institutions

map on to each other could not, ex ante, account for changes in legislative voting

behavior seen in food aid. The results suggests that there are real benefits to

refining our theoretical predictions such that they take geography into account.

It also suggests that empirical measures that do not take geography into account

may miss important features of the interaction between interests and institutions.

This empirical result is not possible without the accompanying methodological

component. Using spatially referenced electoral boundaries and geocoded data

on interests allows me to measure this interaction accurately. It provides a more

precise measure of interests. The results of this chapter should encourage scholars

to engage this type of method.

For food aid, it is clear that reforms moving away from in-kind aid are un-

likely without changes in the political calculus. In some respects, this is already

obvious in proposals to reform aid. Many calls for reform include short or medium
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term pay offs to interests that would be affected adversely by a reform. Presi-

dent Obama’s proposal simultaneously plays down the size of food aid relative to

the U.S. agricultural sector while calling for a still substantial share of aid to be

purchased domestically. The need to undercut opponents of reform by referenc-

ing the small share of food aid relative to all agriculture misses the fact that not

all of agriculture benefits from food aid. The plan also calls for $25 million of

the savings from a more efficient food-aid program to shift to the Department of

Transportation to maintain “militarily-useful vessels and a qualified pool of citizen

merchant mariners.”21 The goal is to break the connection between legislators and

this constituency’s hold on voting. While replacing one inefficient subsidy with

another hardly seems like an ideal solution, given the negative effects of food aid,

it may be worth buying off these interests explicitly with some of the savings from

a leaner, more efficient PL 480. Moreover, this research suggests that the geo-

graphic link between constituents’ interests and a legislator voting is paramount.

Reformers may need to focus their efforts on mobilizing and empowering those

interests within these districts that would prefer reforms to food aid.

Finally, for the study of foreign aid, this chapter suggests that research

should continue to focus on refining our measures of interests. I build on the geo-

graphic specificity of Fleck and Kilby (2001) while providing a much more refined

measure and theory of interests than Milner and Tingley (2010b). Focusing more

broadly on factors of production and links to trade theory may be glossing over

very specific, targeted interactions between domestic political interests who receive

benefits from foreign and legislators voting on aid-related bills. The benefits of food

aid are extremely targeted domestically, as are the costs. My argument focuses

on a more simple relationship between interests and institutions, without broad

theoretical assumptions about how aid affects different groups. The simplicity of

this argument provides a more parsimonious explanation for preference on aid.

21http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/factsheet/reforming-international-food-aid

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/factsheet/reforming-international-food-aid
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Appendix

Table 3.5: Voting for H.AMDT.428

DV: 1 = yea (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0 = nay

Food Aid Crops -0.809*** -0.969** -0.951** -0.972** -0.917**
(0.28) (0.40) (0.39) (0.40) (0.38)

Pasture Lands -0.55 -1.369*** -1.343*** -1.379*** -1.289**
(0.49) (0.51) (0.52) (0.51) (0.53)

DW-Nominate 7.273*** 7.314*** 7.271*** 7.379***
(1.07) (1.08) (1.07) (1.11)

USDA Port 0.443
(0.41)

Major Port -0.0919 -0.084
(0.43) (0.45)

Friend of
Farm Bureau -0.277

(0.25)
Constant -0.340*** -5.355*** -5.401*** -5.347*** -5.210***

(0.11) (0.77) (0.78) (0.77) (0.79)

Observations 245 243 243 243 243
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗ p < 0.1. In models 2-5, the inclusion of DW-Nom causes two cases to
drop out. This is due to a number of members being replace, and the
newer member not receiving a score for the congress. Also, due to no
democrats voting for this reform, Republican drops from the model.
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Table 3.6: Voting for H.AMDT.436

DV: 1 = yea (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0 = nay

Food-Aid Crops -0.329* -0.346** -0.371** -0.383** -0.457**
(0.18) (0.17) (0.18) (0.18) (0.19)

Pasture Lands 0.806* 0.374 0.281 0.319 0.159
(0.48) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.56)

DW-Nominate 4.950*** 5.035*** 5.276*** 5.477***
(0.98) (1.01) (0.84) (0.81)

USDA Port -1.066*
(0.57)

Major Port -1.056* -1.010*
(0.61) (0.56)

Friend of
Farm Bureau 0.660***

(0.24)
Constant -0.0732 -3.356*** -3.364*** -3.502*** -4.149***

(0.10) (0.66) (0.68) (0.58) (0.58)

Observations 245 243 243 243 243
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗ p < 0.1. In models 2-5, the inclusion of DW-Nom causes two cases to
drop out. This is due to a number of members being replace, and the
newer member not receiving a score for the congress. Also, due to no
democrats voting for this reform, Republican drops from the model.
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Table 3.7: Voting for H.AMDT.442

DV: 1 = yea (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0 = nay

Food-Aid Crops -0.325** -0.315** -0.327** -0.322** -0.414***
(0.14) (0.15) (0.16) (0.15) (0.16)

Pasture Lands 1.048** 0.744 0.694 0.699 0.458
(0.44) (0.47) (0.47) (0.47) (0.50)

Republican 1.558*** -2.312*** -2.340*** -2.346*** -2.868***
(0.17) (0.67) (0.67) (0.66) (0.65)

DW-Nominate 3.818*** 3.843*** 3.828*** 3.836***
(0.65) (0.65) (0.65) (0.63)

USDA Port -0.518
(0.50)

Major Port -0.225 -0.218
(0.29) (0.28)

Friend of
Farm Bureau 0.792***

(0.20)
Constant -1.645*** -0.287 -0.249 -0.24 -0.326

(0.14) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26) (0.26)

Observations 445 442 442 442 442
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗ p < 0.1. In models 2-5, the inclusion of DW-Nom causes two cases to
drop out. This is due to a number of members being replace, and the
newer member not receiving a score for the congress. Also, due to no
democrats voting for this reform, Republican drops from the model.
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Table 3.8: Voting for H.AMDT.443

DV: 1 = yea (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0 = nay

Food-Aid Crops -0.976*** -1.079*** -1.078*** -1.099*** -1.177***
(0.27) (0.34) (0.34) (0.35) (0.37)

Pasture Lands 0.619 0.0364 0.0385 0.0178 -0.0679
(0.48) (0.57) (0.57) (0.57) (0.60)

DW-Nominate 5.738*** 5.739*** 5.826*** 5.884***
(1.15) (1.15) (1.05) (0.99)

USDA Port 0.0306
(0.40)

Major Port -0.379 -0.357
(0.59) (0.56)

Friend of
Farm Bureau 0.314

(0.26)
Constant -0.225** -4.088*** -4.090*** -4.122*** -4.407***

(0.11) (0.79) (0.79) (0.74) (0.68)

Observations 245 243 243 243 243
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗ p < 0.1. In models 2-5, the inclusion of DW-Nom causes two cases to
drop out. This is due to a number of members being replace, and the
newer member not receiving a score for the congress. Also, due to no
democrats voting for this reform, Republican drops from the model.
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Table 3.9: Ordered-Logit model of the Count of Reform Votes in the 112th

Congress

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food-Aid Crops -0.626*** -0.778*** -0.793*** -0.795*** -0.885***
(0.24) (0.21) (0.21) (0.20) (0.20)

Pasture Lands 1.092* 0.353 0.305 0.274 -0.00552
(0.62) (0.73) (0.73) (0.73) (0.77)

Republican 3.360*** -6.134*** -6.150*** -6.220*** -6.675***
(0.30) (1.15) (1.15) (1.14) (1.11)

DW-Nominate 9.958*** 9.980*** 9.983*** 10.04***
(1.24) (1.23) (1.22) (1.20)

USDA Port -0.579
(0.65)

Major Port -0.653 -0.679
(0.61) (0.57)

Friend of
Farm Bureau 0.765***

(0.28)
cut1 2.861*** -0.434 -0.469 -0.551 -0.419

(0.27) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45) (0.45)
cut2 3.510*** 0.522 0.49 0.406 0.555

(0.25) (0.42) (0.41) (0.41) (0.42)
cut3 3.916*** 1.175*** 1.148*** 1.064*** 1.221***

(0.27) (0.42) (0.41) (0.41) (0.42)
cut4 4.593*** 2.191*** 2.167*** 2.085*** 2.256***

(0.29) (0.41) (0.40) (0.41) (0.42)

Observations 445 442 442 442 442



Chapter 4

Agricultural Protection and the

Geography of Institutions and

Interests

Introduction

Why do countries differ so much in their agricultural support? Scholars

of political economy have addressed this question in many ways for many years.

However, there remains a number of puzzling results for current theories. In this

chapter, I illustrate how the interaction between the geography of interests and the

geography of institutions can lead to policy outcomes outside what current theo-

retical predictions. Specifically, I argue that electoral boundaries can increase the

legislative support agriculture receives by increasing the share of representatives

with important agricultural constituencies. Moreover, this effect is conditioned

on the electoral rules, where higher specific concentrations are more effective in

single-member districts, and more dispersion increases support under proportional

representation. Together these results suggest that current political economy mod-

els of agricultural protection leave out the importance of the geographic elements

of special interests in determining subsidies and trade protection.

This chapter tests the argument about the interaction between the geogra-

72
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phy of interests and institutions in a broader, cross-country setting. Unlike Chapter

3, which utilizes a research design with clearer causal identification within a single

country, this chapter focuses on illustrating the importance of this argument in

many countries. Due to data constraints on the dependent variable, I am only

able to cover 43 countries. However, the geographic, economic and political varia-

tion among these countries is quite diverse, lending high levels of credence to the

results.

In addition, this chapter showcases how my database of electoral bound-

aries allows for more nuanced measures of interests. In previous work on this topic,

researchers are forced to make broad generalizations about how geographically-

dispersed interests interact with electoral rules. One of the most hotly-debated

issues from the comparative political economy and IPE literatures is whether PR

systems produce higher or lower levels of protection for special interests. Argu-

ments on this topic rely on assumptions over where special interests are likely to

exist within the country as well as how they will perform under different strategic

settings. By using a method that is consistent across each case, I am able to create

a measure that accounts for district-level characteristics across many countries.

This chapter proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous work on

agricultural supports. Section 3 lays out the argument for why spatial consider-

ations are necessary to explain the variation in countries. Section 4 explains the

data and method for geographically measuring agricultural interests using the con-

cepts of the geography of interests and the geography of institutions. Section 5

presents the results from this analysis. Finally, Section 6 includes the results from

a number of robustness checks while Section 7 summarizes these findings in the

context of the broader project.

Previous work on Agricultural Support

The basic puzzle so many political scientists and economists aim to answer

is twofold. First, why are agricultural supports so persistent across the world, but

especially in developed countries? Second, why do some seemingly similar countries
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vary so much in terms of the amount agricultural protection they provide? The

literature on this topic is well developed both within the field of political science

and economics (see Swinnen (2010) for an extensive review).

Previous arguments broadly fall into those which focus on the role of col-

lective action or political institutions. The first strand explains the persistence of

agricultural policies that favor farmers in the developed world and generally tax

farmers in the developing world by focusing the ability or failure of farming inter-

ests to overcome collective action problems. The second literature focuses on the

incentives faced by policy makers in choosing an ideal tax or subsidy policy. These

incentives are shaped by the institutional setting, and specifically how political

and electoral institutions drive policy choice.

Why do farmers, a relatively small portion of the electorate in most de-

veloped democracies, receive policy concessions? Perhaps best laid out by Olson

(1985)1, the reason developed nations subsidize their inefficient agricultural sector

is that this group is small and the potential beneficiaries are clear. When a small

number of large players are willing to pay the costs to lobby or organize in search

of politicians willing to provide their preferred policy of protection or support, this

group is able to overcome the problem of free riding, and lobby effectively. This

contrasts to consumers who are dispersed and for whom the relative benefits of

any change in policy are small at the individual level.

Of course, Olson (1985) points out that farming, by its nature, tends to be

problematic for his argument on two accounts. First, the efficiency gains for larger

farms are low due to issues with management. In recent years, this has become less

of a barrier, as firms have structured themselves via contracts with smaller players.

Second, Olson points out that geographic dispersion is detrimental to coordination.

Farmers have historically shown the ability to overcome this problem by organizing

into collectives in the U.S. case to utilize greater numbers when negotiating with

suppliers and consumers. The ability of farmers to organize and deliver votes exists

in the U.S. as well as in other countries like Japan (Mulgan, 1997; Davis, 2003).

The failure to organize, some scholars argue, helps explain why developing

1See Olson (1965) for his original extended discussion of the collective action logic, which is
frequently referenced with this work.
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nations enact policies that tax farmers when they make up a relatively large share

of the population (Olson, 1985; Bates, 1984, 2007). In this setting, it is urban con-

sumers that are the smaller group and see the benefits to organizing. Governments

respond to their lobbying by taxing farmers or depressing food prices to appease

this urban constituency. Much of this work focuses on specifically on Africa over

time periods where African states remain relatively less developed.

These theories have difficulty with two dynamic factors. First, as Anderson

et al. (1986) point out, protection may be the result of path dependence, and the

difficulty to remove protections after they have been granted. By that logic, as

countries develop, the bias towards status quo policy should lead to a continued

lack of subsidies. Moreover, for countries that have developed, there exists no

explanation for why they received support in the first place, leaving the observed

status quo puzzling.

Second, as states develop and the population transitions from the coun-

tryside to the cities, this balance should shift from a pro-consumer bias to one

of pro-farmer. Limited evidence from Belgium suggests that it is not the shift in

population and economic activity that improved the conditions for farmers, but

improvements in democratic institutions (Swinnen et al., 2001). Moreover, recent

work on Africa finds that improvements in competitive electoral institutions helps

improve the lot for rural farmers (Bates and Block, 2011).

Of course, the inability to test this argument more clearly in a cross-national

setting hinders this work. As Thies and Porche (2007) point out, “Comprehensive

data on agricultural producer groups, their membership, and their lobbying activ-

ities are not available, which probably accounts for the lack of robust findings for

this approach (117).2

Political institutions are also thought to have an important role in deter-

mining agricultural policy. Among institutional theories, there are those that focus

2There is little doubt this dearth of data will not be longstanding. Many scholars in IPE
are turning to the insights of new-new trade theory, and thus focusing on the development of
datasets covering lobbying activity. See (Some examples here). Moreover, one can easily see
the parallel to Olson (1985)’s call for better data on agricultural tariffs, which foreshadowed the
important data collection work of Hayami and Anderson (1986), Anderson and Valenzuela (2008)
and Anderson and Nelgen (2013).
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on the incentives of political actors to respond to their constituents or supporters,

and those that focus on how certain institution might affect the policy-making

process.

At the broadest level, democracy is associated with higher levels of protec-

tion (Lindert, 1991; Olper, 2001; Olper et al., 2014). However, the causal mecha-

nism tends to be more specific, as some scholars find that initial increases in the

protection of property rights are the key casual mechanism (Beghin and Kheral-

lah, 1994; Olper, 2001). The effect is non-linear. After reaching a certain level of

democratization, the gains no longer accrue to farmers in the form of protection

and support.

Within democracies, the specific institutional rules also have clear effects

(see Thies and Porche (2007) for a review of these studies). A number of authors

focus on the relationship between proportional representation (PR) and majori-

tarian (SMD) electoral rules. The debate here focuses on which system should

produce higher levels of support for agricultural interests, who might serve as easy

targets for electoral support. One group argues that PR systems tent to lead to

lower levels of protection (Persson and Tabellini (2002); Grossman and Helpman

(2005); Persson et al. (2007) and Henning and Struve (2007) for agriculture, specif-

ically). Other scholars suggest that majoritarian systems create an incentive for

politicians to cater to consumers, who are not a small, specific interest group (Ro-

gowski and Kayser, 2002; Hatfield and Hauk Jr, 2004; Chang et al., 2008). The

varied results are a puzzle for these theories, since both cannot be true simultane-

ously. Weinberg (2012) tests these arguments explicitly in the area of agricultural

subsidies, and shows that the Rogowski and Kayser argument tends to hold, but

not within the EU. Other studies show similar results for agriculture (Olper and

Raimondi, 2010).

In other areas of government policy, scholars have synthesized arguments on

collective action with these institutional approaches via geography. Here, interests

who are geographically compact benefit when electoral boundaries also make them

highly valuable (McGillivray, 2004; Busch and Reinhardt, 2000, 2005). Higher lev-

els of concentration facilitate both lobbying and the provision of protection when
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the electoral rules help to empower actors. Rickard (2012) illustrates this convinc-

ingly by looking at industries across Europe. She finds that greater geographic

dispersion is associated with higher protection in PR systems, while concentration

yields protection in the SMD setting.

These results are still puzzling for the agricultural sector. In McGillivray’s

case of British silverware producers, the industry was not just a geographically

compact group of producers; it was so compact that they fit into specific neighbor-

hoods in Leeds. The measures used by Busch and Reinhardt (2000), likewise, is

high for manufacturers who are concentrated in a way impossible for agricultural

producers. And the source of Rickard (2012)’s measure, Brülhart and Traeger

(2005), shows that agriculture across Europe is highly geographically disperse, if

not regionally concentrated.

Few scholars consider the way geographically-dispersed agricultural inter-

ests might be affected by specific institutions. Olper and Raimondi (2004) find

that dairy protection is highest in PR and parliamentary systems, but the effect

reverses if dairy farmers are geographically concentrated. Thies and Porche (2007)

suggest that geographically larger districts may help to insulate politicians from

any individual interest group. Henning et al. (2002) suggest that larger constituen-

cies tend to be based on geography, not population, and therefore over represent

rural and agricultural interests.
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In this sense, there remains a puzzle for institutional theories as well. Agri-

cultural interests are an important source of votes for politicians, but the empirical

record is mixed in terms of which institutions create a clear incentive for politi-

cians to produce more agricultural supports. Table 4.1 summarizes the results

from the previous literature to emphasize this point. There exists no consistent

findings, and the variation occurs both on protection broadly, and within studies

of agricultural support.

A Geographically Motivated Approach

The seemingly conflictual results from the previous literature suggest that

there exists some omitted factor which conditions the interaction between electoral

institutions and agricultural interests. I argue that this omitted factor is geography.

Specifically, the geography of interests and institutions. By building theoretical

expectations for the conditions under which PR or SMD systems are likely to

produce more support, I aim to mitigate these inconsistent results.

What is missing from this literature is an actual measure of constituency

interests. Scholars are forced, due to a lack of readily available data at the level of

electoral constituencies, to theorize about constituency-level interactions between

politicians and agricultural interests. However, their tests occur at the country

level with measures that only approximate a national level of agricultural output

or a national measure of institutional type. This assumption is only problematic

insomuch as it obscures important interactions or confounds our theories and em-

pirical analyses. As discussed in Chapter 2, the issue here is one of aggregation

and measurement. Below I lay out why this simplification obscures important dif-

ferences in policy brought on by the specific geographic interactions of institutions

and interests.

I argue that the ability of agricultural interests to receive protection from

political institutions is contingent on the spatial concentration of these interests

as mapped to electoral boundaries. When the geography of interests and the

geography of institutions map in ways that over-represent agriculture, they increase
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the electoral prize for catering to this interest group’s political preferences. This,

of course, is conditioned on the location of agriculture that already exists within

the country. The goal of this theory is to better explain variation among countries,

as well as the residuals of previous work.

Many of the studies mentioned above consider the importance of geography

implicitly in one of two ways. Papers employing a formal method, like Henning

and Struve (2007) and Aßmann et al. (2012), include constituency characteristic

in their models when deriving equilibrium behavior. For instance, Henning and

Struve (2007) create a model with three hypothetical districts, over which they

derive bargaining strategies by parties to win elections. One district is always ru-

ral, preferring more agricultural support, and having no preference over ideological

issues. This key assumption allows bargaining, since the agricultural district can

be “bought” with a credible commitment to produce their preferred policy. Then

the parties battle over ideological issues in the urban districts. While key to the

model is the characteristics of the district, they are forced to test their hypotheses

empirically with blunt measures like the general size of rural population, the share

of agricultural employment, and the average district magnitude. Perhaps unsur-

prisingly, their empirical analysis finds limited support for the results derived from

their model.

Other arguments are forced to assume the characteristics that may be true

on average in districts. If a large agricultural sector exists in a country, then more

districts are likely to have agriculture in them. Under one set of assumptions,

having this clear special interest in the district should lead to higher levels of

protection and support for agriculture, but based entirely on where agriculture is

relative to the districts. Are there large swaths of agricultural land with little to no

population represented by a tiny fraction of the legislators in the parliament? Are

these interests spread out evenly among many districts where they only represent

a small share of many competing interest groups? Are they regionally located,

or spread throughout the country? All of these factors have clear implications

for how politicians and agricultural interests interact. However, previous work

assumes geographic location and interaction with electoral boundaries has some
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specific effect.

Like a number of other theories, I argue that agricultural interests provide

political support to elected policymakers (Bilal, 2000; Henning and Struve, 2007).

Agricultural interests do vote, at least partially, based on how well government

provides them with their desired policy in terms of protection. As such, politicians

have some incentive to produce this policy in exchange for political support from

agriculture. This incentive is conditional on the both the size of the electoral

benefit of serving the interests in a given district, as well as the electoral rules.

The effect of these electoral rules is contingent on the geography of interests,

in this case agriculture, overlaid on the geography of institutions. Like Busch

and Reinhardt (2000), I argue that it is not just where interests tend to cluster

geographically, but how that geographic clustering maps onto electoral boundaries.

Boundaries can be drawn in ways that increase the relative share, and thus the

relative electoral importance, of agriculture in a district. This is not something

that is distinctly true in SMD or PR settings, but conditioned on them.

Consider the example of the U.S. Senate. Colloquially, many have ar-

gued representation based on states over-represents voters in smaller, less populous

states. Insomuch as one believes states themselves are the correct unit to receive

representation, the Senate perfectly approximates a proportionate distribution of

political representation. The point is not to focus on the number of voters within

each state, but at the other interests that exist in a spatial context. The fact that

rural interests are overrepresented is not a result of the malapportionment, but an

artifact of the geographic area those states represent. An alternative configuration

which similarly privileges some voters over others might be to create a new state

out of Las Vegas’s almost 600,000 people, and merge Wyoming and Montana into

one state. While this would continue to produce a similar level of malapportion-

ment of seats and votes, we would expect the two senators from Las Vegas to be

unlikely to support the same policies of their predecessors from the now defunct

Wyoming. This is not due to the number of people they represent but the drastic

change in the geography and thus underlying interests within their district. There

are many ways in which one could redraw boundaries and produce cases that over
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or underrepresent all sorts of underlying interests.

The argument is conditioned both on the geographic dispersion of agri-

cultural interests, the geography of electoral boundaries and the electoral rules.

When farmers are spatially compact, they can provide a clear constituency for

certain political actors. When they make up a large share of a given district, this

should magnify the incentive to cater to their policy preferences. However, without

knowledge of how the district compares to others around the country, one cannot

be sure whether political actors have a clear strategy to do so. For instance, when

agriculture is a significant part of many districts, farmers go from being a small

special interest group to one that should attract support from parties focusing on

a broader, national strategy. In a PR setting, parties can win a larger share of

votes by catering to this special interest and not for urban voters, who may very

well be concentrated in certain districts. However, this again is based on how each

district is drawn such that it includes or excludes agriculture.

In this sense, the findings of Persson and Tabellini (2002) and Grossman and

Helpman (2005) versus that of Rogowski and Kayser (2002) can be resolved based

on geography. 3 If the system is SMD, individual legislators have an incentive to

cater to these geographically-focused interests insofar as they are concentrated in

specific locations within districts. The rewards are high in those districts because

serving interests representing a large share in that district aids in reelection. With

the same distribution of agriculture, this concentration will not favor politicians

in a PR setting as much, since the policy may help in that district, but not more

broadly across the country. When agriculture is spread broadly throughout the

country, especially such that if covers more electoral districts, and more districts

receive higher shares of legislative seats, agriculture provides a larger prize to

parties in a PR setting. However, if those interests are spread out among all

districts evenly, in a SMD setting, the benefit of catering to this group is much

more limited. This leads to two clear testable hypotheses.

3See Rickard (2012) for a similar argument focused on European countries and manufacturing
sectors. While similar, the argument I make here takes into account, explicitly, the electoral
geography. Rickard (2012) still relies on assumptions about how the actual institutions map onto
electoral boundaries
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H1: Higher levels of concentrated agricultural interests will increase the

amount of protection received in SMD systems, but will decrease the amount in PR

systems

H2: Lower levels of concentration will increase protection under PR, but

decrease it under SMD

As a more concrete example of how geography can play an important role,

consider the case of the heavily malapportioned Brazil. Looking only at aggre-

gate agricultural production or the mapping of agricultural interests onto electoral

maps can give the incorrect impression of which interest groups are overrepre-

sented by geography. Figure 4.1 illustrates two possible maps of the legislative

representations of agriculture. The pane on the left shows how agricultural ac-

tivity concentrates geographically in Brazil, predominantly in districts along the

coast and away from the interior, Amazonian rain forests. The pane on the right

uses the method developed by Gastner and Newman (2004) to weight each district

by its share of legislative seats. Previous measures either look only to aggregation

at the national level or those done at regions within, but not necessarily along

electoral lines. The case of Brazil illustrates how the electoral geography is af-

fected by the distribution of electoral power. In this case, the boundaries magnify

agricultural interests not because of having a number of large, sparsely-populated

units, but because of the electoral geography includes districts with more seats

and that overlap more heavily farmed areas. The question then becomes one of

how and if this carries over into policy.

It is the geography of these electoral boundaries that causes them to em-

power certain groups beyond what we might expect. Almost all electoral systems

have some geographic element to their representation, even at the extreme where

the country is one, single district. When no ”bias” exists in the way electoral

institutions aggregate interests, then previous theories should dominated the de-

termination of policy. However, as .

While this argument takes the interplay of geography more seriously, it does

so parsimoniously at the expense of extensive consideration of how these factors

might affect the strategic setting. Future work will consider a number of additional
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Figure 4.1: Weighting the Influence of Agriculture: The example of Brazil illus-
trates how mapping levels of interests by district without weighting by legislative
seats can be misleading. The left pane maps the level of agricultural land use
aggregated at the provincial level. The right pane uses the method developed by
Gastner and Newman (2004) to shrink or expand the size of districts based on
the legislative seat share. This exercise helps to emphasize that simply knowing
where interests reside does not necessarily indicate what group should be over or
underrepresented.
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tests and extensions on how different electoral geographies might play into the

strategic choices of politicians. In defense of this approach, even those theories

that intuit more specific predictions about how electoral rules might change things

like government coalition politics, they still are forced to test these arguments with

crude proximate measures at the national level (see Henning and Struve (2007),

Thies and Porche (2007) or Hee Park and Jensen (2007) for classic examples).

Finally, this theory is meant to explain variation between these types of

electoral systems in terms of their support for agricultural protection. In terms

of the general effect of levels of agricultural production or concentration, I do not

have a theoretical prior. As the level of agricultural interests increase, it may be

the case that this represents a more agriculturally productive country, and thus

requires less protection than relatively unproductive countries.

Data and Research Design

Dependent Variable

To test the effect of electoral geography on the level of protection and sup-

port, I use the well-established measure of assistance from Anderson and Valen-

zuela (2008), and updated through 2011 in Anderson and Nelgen (2013). The

database covers a number of concepts relating to government support or taxation

of agricultural products. The data are broken down by major commodity, but ag-

gregate measures weighted by the size of each crop in the economy give an overall

estimate of the level of support. The main dependent variable is the Nominal rate

of assistance (NRA), which is the average assistance. For a number of additional

tests, I rely on more broken out categories, like support for imports versus support

for exports.

In addition, as a robustness check, I use the OECD producers support esti-

mates (cite here). These are almost exclusively reported for only OECD countries

in the sample. I also use consumer tax equivalent (CTE) used in tests by Weinberg

(2012). In all these cases, the results are generally consistent.
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Independent Variable

To capture the way by which electoral districts aggregate and represent

agricultural interests in a cross-national sense, I use an original dataset of electoral

boundaries. These include 43 countries covered by Anderson and Nelgen (2013)

for the time period from 1995 to 20114. These electoral boundaries are generally

constant over time for most countries, but do include some changes in their geog-

raphy, and more often in the apportionment of legislative seats by district. Both of

these factors could play a role in how agricultural interests receive representation.

To measure the effect of agricultural interests, conditioned on their spatial

interaction with the geography of institutions, I create a measure of geographically-

weighted influence at the country level. This measure calculates the share of agri-

culture in a given electoral district weighted by the share of seats that district

receives in the national legislature. Roughly, one can think of this as a two-part

index. The first portion is a measure of land use for agriculture, based on Ra-

mankutty et al. (2008) data on the spatial distribution of land use. The second

portion of the measure weights each unit based on the political importance of a

given district. The value is a weighted mean agricultural land use, calculated as:

GWIag =
n∑
i=1

siagi

Where si is the seat share for a given district i and agi is the average

agricultural land use in district i, summed over n districts in country j.

The scale ranges from zero to one, where zero would be no land used for

agriculture, and one would represent a country for which all land is used entirely for

farming. For example, in the case of Brazil shown in Figure 4.1, the average land

use for agricultural purposes is 0.061 for the country. However, when weighted by

electoral geography, the value is 0.132, over twice what a country-level observation

provides.

To create this metric, I project the raster of agricultural land use provided

by Ramankutty et al. (2008).5 I then overlay the electoral boundaries for a given

4See appendix for list of countries
5For some countries, due to the small size of their electoral districts, it is necessary to resample
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country. I use the zonal average of agricultural land use within each electoral

district to determine the relative importance of agriculture in each district. This

is done separately for .

Because electoral boundaries may change over time, for a given year I use

the electoral boundaries in most the recent election prior to the year of observa-

tion. Thus, for 2002 data in the U.S., I assign the value derived from the 2000

U.S. House districts. For the 2003 U.S. observation, the value reflects the redis-

tricting from the 2000 census, implemented via redrawing of districts for the 2002

legislative election. In countries with a bicameral system, I follow Tsebelis and

Money (1997) for determining which chambers are “effective” in terms of power

over fiscal legislation. When both the upper and lower houses are determined to

have power over fiscal issues, I take the average of the geographically-weighted

influence for both legislatures. For example, using the 2002-2012 boundaries for

the U.S., I assign the value of 0.204, based on the average of the House (0.184)

and the Senate (0.224).

Finally, in cases where seats are distributed with overlapping geographic

constituencies–often due to different electoral rules for some portion of seats within

the same house–I utilize a similar procedure to that of the bicameral cases. For

instance, in Mexico the Chamber of Deputies assigns 300 seats via first-past-the-

post (FPTP), and 200 seats using PR. I calculate the value for the FPTP seats,

and then multiply that by the share of the legislature using that rule (60 percent).

I then add the value for the PR seats, multiplied by 40 percent, to create one value

for the entire lower house. In any case where some of the seats in the legislature

are assigned at the national level, I use the national average of agricultural land

use.

the raster to a higher resolution. I do this using a bilinear interpolation. The effect of doing
so does not change the results in any qualitative way, as smaller districts tend to be drawn in
urban areas where farm activities are less likely to occur. In this regard, any bias due to under
measurement by smaller districts is likely to occur in those areas where agricultural land use is
least likely.
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Controls

Many of the studies previously discussed provide robust findings on what

factors are also associated with agricultural support. I break these into two areas:

endowment-related and institutional. Among those related to the endowment and

economy of the country, I two measures used in Thies and Porche (2007). First,

I include a measure of agricultural employment (Employmentag) from the World

Bank’s World Development Indicators (World Bank Group, 2012). The measure

is the natural log of agriculture as a percent of total labor. By Olsonian logic, the

effect should be negative, as the smaller number of people employed in agriculture

should increase their ability to lobby for protection. I also include a control for

endowment of productive land relative to labor. The FactorEndowmentRatio is

the natural log of the ratio of agricultural land per farmer to the GDP per non-

agricultural laborer.6 This too should be negative. Countries that are relatively

abundant in arable land may prefer freer trade and less protection broadly, and thus

lower their levels of support. Moreover, farmers in more agriculturally productive

countries should naturally need less support to compete in the global market.

I include a number of variables to account for additional political insti-

tutions that might confound these results. Again, I primarily use the measures

suggested in Thies and Porche (2007). First, I include the measure of veto players,

Checks, which is the logged count from DPI (Beck et al., 2001). More players who

can halt the process create more targets of lobbying by pro-agricultural groups. I

also include a dichotomous measure, Federalism, which is based on DPI’s “State”

variable and is coded as one if there are locally-elected state or provincial level

governments. Constituency measures whether or not the upper house of the leg-

islature has a geographic constituency. Both Constituency and Federalism will

help to control for whether or not it is just the largely malapportioned upper houses

of larger nations that introduce a bias in favor of agriculture.

Finally, I control for both the fractionalization of parties in the legislature

and if there was an election in the prior year. For Leg.Frac. I use the log of DPI’s

6Both Weinberg (2012) and Jensen and Park (2007) use arable land divided by the total labor
force. I opt for this more precise measure, but including these alternatives have no substantive
effect on the results.
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measure, which gives the probability that any two legislators chosen at random

are from the same party. I include a measure of an election in the prior year,

Electiont−1 to control for the possibility of a political-business cycle, where by

politicians running for election increase agricultural support around the election

to gain votes. This measure is coded as one if either a legislative or executive

election occurred in the prior year, as coded by DPI.

Results

I estimate all of the statistical models using the panel-corrected standard

errors (PCSE) estimation technique with an AR1 process recommended by Beck

and Katz (1995), as is common among many of the previous studies in this field.

I recognize that my key independent variable does not vary greatly over time:

Electoral boundaries tend to be changed rarely, as well as the decision on how

to apportion seats. Moreover, land use tends to be fairly static over time (Ra-

mankutty and Foley, 1999a,b). To this end, these results should be viewed in

relation to the broader project. Chapter 3 of the dissertation provides a research

design with a more explicit causal identification of the effect of electoral geography

on agricultural policy. The results here are consistent with those findings, and the

broader argument of the dissertation.

Table 4.2 presents the results of the main test of the hypotheses. Model

1 shows the initial effect of GWIag and PR without the interaction. The effect

of GWIag is negative and significant, implying that as the amount of agriculture

in a country, which is magnified by the electoral geography, actually decreases the

share of support. While somewhat counter intuitive, this result is consistent with a

more complex story involving the party strategies in courting agricultural voters.

PR systems are associated with higher levels of protection. This is consistent

with both the theoretical and empirical findings of Persson and Tabellini (2002);

Grossman and Helpman (2005); Persson et al. (2007) as well as the results from

Weinberg (2012) looking at agriculture explicitly.

When interacting these two measure, as presented in Model 2, the intercept
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for PR remains positive and the coefficient for GWIag is negative. However, the

interaction of the two is negative and significant, showing that as GWIag increases

in PR systems, the amount of protection agriculture receives decreases at a rate

higher than that of non-PR systems. This provides the key result and test of

the theory. When conditioned under PR rules, increasing concentration has a

negative effect on support. While GWIag is negative regardless, the difference

between PR and majoritarian systems can be explained, in part, by the geographic

distribution of interests. Similarly to the findings of Rickard (2012) for other

industries, when agriculture is spread throughout the country more evenly, PR

systems tend to provide more support, but the result either goes away or is the

reverse when agriculture becomes more politically concentrated, depending on the

model specification

Model 3 adds a number of economic factors, while Model 4 includes the

battery of alternative institutional measures. In all cases, the main effect remains

significant and in the hypothesized direction. Because the main test of the theory

is the result of an interaction, and interaction terms are hard to interpret by eval-

uating the coefficients alone, I plot the conditional effect of PR over the range of

values of GWIag in Figure 4.2. The results show that PR systems are associated

with higher levels of support for agriculture, but almost exclusively when the ge-

ographic concentration is low. In other specifications, the results cross the origin,

showing that this effect is actually negative in highly concentrated systems.

Among the control variable, most perform consistently with the previous

literature. Both Employmentag and FactorEndowmentRatio are negative and

significant in both specifications. This is consistent with the idea that higher

levels of farmers decrease the ability to coordinate and lobby. Employmentag is

highly negatively correlated with GDP, which is not included in the model as it

is a constituent part of the FactorEndowmentRatio. In alternative specifications

with the log of GDP included, the main effects are consistent, and increases in

GDP are associated with higher levels of protection.

For the political institutions, most variables are not significant. Checks

is negative, but not significant. There is not effect of executive and legislative
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Table 4.2: The Effect of Geographically-Weighted Agriculture on NRA

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES

GWIag -1.670** 0.248 -1.237** -1.479*
(0.553) (0.471) (0.435) (0.575)

PR 0.289*** 0.766*** 0.647*** 0.543***
(0.0821) (0.199) (0.137) (0.149)

PR*GWIag -2.092*** -1.642*** -1.375**
(0.617) (0.391) (0.492)

Employmentag -0.155** -0.144*
(0.0548) (0.0647)

FactorEndowmentRatio -0.200*** -0.198***
(0.0443) (0.0546)

Checks 0.00794
(0.0289)

Federalism 0.0917
(0.0532)

Constituency -0.177*
(0.0709)

Leg.Frac. 0.0379
(0.0376)

Electiont−1 -0.00358
(0.0104)

Constant 0.444** 0.0214 -2.112*** -1.953***
(0.149) (0.102) (0.463) (0.561)

Observations 688 688 663 608
R-squared 0.027 0.031 0.067 0.073
Number of Countries 43 43 43 43

Panel-Corrected Standard errors in parentheses.
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Note, Employmentag, Factor Endowment, Checks and Leg. Frac.
are log transformed.
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Figure 4.2: Marginal effect of PR over values of GWIag illustrates that as agricul-
ture concentration increases, PR systems decrease in the amount of support they
provide. Results from model 4 in Table 4.2, with all other variables set at their
mean. 95% percent confidence intervals provided.
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elections in the prior year, suggesting the lack of a political-business cycle in agri-

culture. The existence of a geographic constituency in the upper house is negative

and significant, but the overall effect of federalism is not significant. This is con-

sistent with the expectation that these federal systems actually insulate politicians

from sectoral pressures.7

Robustness Checks

As a robustness check of the measure, I replicate the analysis using a number

of alternative measures. The first test is to replicate the results using the OECD’s

producer support estimates (PSE), a measure capturing the transfer of payments

from consumers to producers via any policy and a number of previous studies use

this (Jensen and Park, 2007; Beghin and Kherallah, 1994). However, values are

produced as a block for the countries covered by the EU’s Common Agricultural

Policy (CAP), thus removing the ability to test the theory at the country level for

CAP members. Of course, there is a great deal of variation within the EU in terms

of the NRA measure. Table 4.3 presents the results of this analysis. At first glance,

it is clear that the geographically weighted importance matters in a different way

than previously shown. GWIag is positive and significant, suggesting that within

this subsample, increased concentration of agriculture actually increases support in

non-PR countries. In Model 1, the coefficient on PR is negative, but not significant.

When the interacted in Model 2, PR is positive and significant, as is consistent

with the theory. The interaction highly significant and negative, as hypothesized,

in all three models. In this case, the effect of concentrated agricultural interests

is very much conditioned on electoral rules. As before, in Figure 4 I illustrate

the marginal effect of PR over the range of observed GWIag values to better

evaluate the aggregate effect of the interaction. Including controls for the economic

conditions (3) or other political institutions (4) does not overturn the result.

7Like Thies and Porche (2007), I run an alternative specification using the mean district
magnitude, which has been shown to have inconsistent effects in other studies (Nielson, 2003;
Jensen and Park, 2007; Aßmann et al., 2012). This measure has no effect on the main finding,
and is itself insignificant.
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Table 4.3: The Effect of Geographically-Weighted Agriculture on PSE(thousands
of USD)

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

GWIag 28.38* 285.7*** 293.9*** 319.6***
(13.91) (64.44) (60.45) (43.95)

PR -16.60 23.33*** 24.97*** 35.62***
(8.826) (4.912) (5.181) (4.202)

PR*GWIag -271.6*** -285.0*** -323.1***
(63.71) (61.52) (43.64)

Employmentag 0.526 -1.187
(1.001) (0.952)

FactorEndowmentRatio -0.373 -1.253**
(0.568) (0.411)

Checks 0.684
(0.972)

Federalism -8.379***
(2.457)

Constituency 1.831**
(0.696)

Leg.Frac. -5.461*
(2.267)

Electiont−1 0.194
(0.283)

Constant 15.59* -22.04*** -25.39*** -44.37***
(7.652) (5.063) (7.225) (5.191)

Observations 192 192 192 192
R-squared 0.050 0.279 0.368 0.471
Number of Countries 12 12 12 12

Panel-Corrected Standard errors in parentheses.
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Note, Employmentag, Factor Endowment, Checks and Leg. Frac.
are log transformed.
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Figure 4.3: Marginal effect of PR over values of GWIag for PSE from the non-EU
OECD illustrates that as agriculture concentration increases, PR systems decrease
in the amount of support they provide. Results from model 4 in Table 4.3, with
all other variables set at their mean. 95% percent confidence intervals provided.

Finally, in an effort to more directly replicate the findings in Weinberg

(2012), I utilize the Consumer Tax Equivalent (CTE) measure. This measure

explicitly focuses on the costs bore by consumers as a result of policy supports.

The results, presented in Table 4.4, are broadly consistent with the prior analysis.

While significance is not always achieved at the p < 0.05 level, the coefficients are

significant at the p < 0.1 level. More importantly, there is a positive effect of PR

that is decreasing over the range of GWIag.
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Table 4.4: The Effect of Geographically-Weighted Agriculture on CTE

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

GWIag -0.792* 0.341 -0.929 -0.891
(0.391) (0.312) (0.515) (0.515)

PR 0.170* 0.426*** 0.331* 0.325*
(0.0839) (0.127) (0.142) (0.129)

PR*GWIag -1.222** -0.779 -0.775
(0.400) (0.471) (0.465)

Employmentag -0.112** -0.118**
(0.0402) (0.0413)

FactorEndowmentRatio -0.154*** -0.153***
(0.0337) (0.0319)

Checks -0.00804
(0.0276)

Federalism 0.0289
(0.0486)

Constituency -0.133*
(0.0613)

Leg.Frac. 0.0546
(0.0366)

Electiont−1 -0.0121
(0.0106)

Constant 0.298** 0.0703 -1.545*** -1.482***
(0.101) (0.0676) (0.354) (0.328)

Observations 688 688 663 608
R-squared 0.005 0.008 0.051 0.059
Number of Countries 43 43 43 43

Panel-Corrected Standard errors in parentheses.
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Note, Employmentag, Factor Endowment, Checks and Leg. Frac.
are log transformed.
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Discussion

This chapter illustrates the importance of the interplay between the geogra-

phy of interests and the geography of institutions. I utilize a new, original dataset

of electoral boundaries to better measure how these two factors interact. Doing so

allows me to test theories that make assumptions about how these factors interact

in space. Moreover, I provide evidence that both schools of thought in the role

of electoral institutions, which were largely in congruent, are consistent once we

condition on geographic features.

Specifically, once differences in the geographic dispersion of agricultural

interests are included within the theory and measurement, I find a compelling ex-

planation for seemingly contradictory evidence on the role of electoral institutions

on the level of agricultural support. It is not the case that PR or SMD provide

more or less protection for special interests. Rather, when interests tend to be

dispersed among many districts, PR systems are associated with greater levels of

protection. When farmer tend to concentrate within districts, PR systems provide

either less protection or at least no more than SMD.

Even among those studies that do consider geography in more complex

ways, like Busch and Reinhardt (2000) and Rickard (2012), my study goes beyond

by expanding the work outside of the developed world. Covering more countries

in my analysis allows me to extend the conditions under which these findings hold.

Agricultural subsidies are often touted as one of the major sticking points in negoti-

ations over new global trade agreements. The economies of developing democracies

continue to grow in size and importance. An analysis that can better explain how

this interest group becomes so entrenched across more countries provides an even

more valuable addition to the literature.



Chapter 5

When Apples are not Oranges:

How Electoral Geography Helps

Some Farmers and Hurts Others

Introduction

Trade policy is often discussed at the level of the nation or sectors of the

economy. Certain countries are known to be “protectionist”, with policies that

focus on supporting some part of their economy. However, the components of that

policy are often much smaller product or commodity-level policies. For instance,

when discussing American agricultural support, scholars and politicians alike often

tout sugar farmers as a prime example of special interests driving commodity-level

policy. The higher prices paid by consumers, driven up by the lobbying of a few

large actors, is the results of a specific political interaction, and leads to rents for

all sugar producers (Krueger, 1996; Mitchell, 2004). Does the pattern in sugar

extend to all agricultural goods?

Disaggregating data down to a more precise level can reveal trends otherwise

obscured. For instance, Gowa and Kim (2005) show that the effects of the GATT

are overstated in terms of increasing trade. The proverbial “devil” is in the detail.

For agricultural trade and support, I argue that this phenomenon is much the

98
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same. The way political institutions over or under represent interests can occur at

the level of commodities.

In this chapter, I integrate the conclusions of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

within the broader framework of the dissertation. The finding in Chapter 3, namely

that very specific interests benefit from food aid policy, suggests that better theory

and empirics come from more specific predictions about very precisely measured

interests. In my case, I show that specific types of crops—those most likely to

benefit from U.S. food-aid market intervention—are the interests which tend to

lead to more opposition to reforming PL 480. I use changes in boundaries to show

how policy can change simply by modifying the geographic aggregation scheme.

In Chapter 4, I show how analyses that aggregate to the national level obscure

theoretical predictions that actually occur at the level of electoral constituencies.

I test this using a broad measure of where agricultural interests are more spatially

concentrated, overlaid onto electoral boundaries.

Together, these two findings suggest that very specific interests might also

have different policy preference, and the way electoral boundaries represent inter-

ests that are inherently tied to the land due, often to climatic and soil conditions,

can have an effect on the amount of support they receive. In this chapter, I ar-

gue that commodities that are located in more favorable electoral locations receive

higher levels of support. The determinants of electoral favorability are determined

by both the spatial location of electoral boundaries as well as the electoral rules.

I proceed by reviewing the literature dealing with agricultural commodity-

level findings. In an effort to not reiterate the literature in Chapter 4, I focus on a

few articles focused on specific commodities. In the following section, I lay out a

theory using the spatial distribution of interests mapped to electoral boundaries.

I then explain the measure I developed using my dataset of electoral boundaries.

I test the theory using a mixed-effects model to control for the hierarchical and

cross-cutting structure of the data across country, commodity and time. I end by

presenting a number of robustness checks and discussing the results in terms of

the literature, the dissertation and future work.
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Previous work on Crop-Specific Policy

The literature on the determinants of agricultural policy is quite vast. The

way by which political institutions help determine the level of support for agricul-

ture, and the general relevant effects are summarized in Chapter 4. In an effort

avoid repetition; I focus instead on previous work that addresses specific crops or

agricultural products. However, this chapter leans heavily on the literature review

and theory developed in the previous chapter.

There is a large literature which addresses commodity-specific case studies

of agricultural products. Surprisingly little work exists on crop-specific theories

or tests of institutional arguments on trade. The current literature presents two

types of studies: industry-specific case studies and theory and analysis with no

crop-level prediction, but performed at the crop level. Many focus on cases specific

to a country and commodity, for instance Krueger (1996). These cases often can

only speak to the way political institutions relate to policy in an ascriptive way,

since the counterfactual claim is purely hypothetical.

Perhaps most relevant for this study is Olper and Raimondi (2004), who

look specifically at the geographic distribution of dairy farming in the OECD. Us-

ing a panel study, they find that protection is higher in PR and parliamentary

systems, but the effect reverses if dairy farmers are geographically concentrated.

Concentration privileges dairy farmers in SMD. While most research on agricul-

tural support focuses on the entire agricultural sector, a few studies disaggregate

these results. However, none to my knowledge theorize at the crop level. Perhaps

most prolific in this area is study by Jensen and Park (2007). They look specifi-

cally at the Cox threshold, which originates from the work of Cox (1990). Myerson

(1993) further formalized this idea, and defines the Cox threshold as, “the largest

minority group that may be ignored by all candidates in the election” (867). Jensen

and Park (2007) argue that as the threshold decreases, agricultural interests are

increasingly likely to receive support, as they are a key special interest who could

be captured by transfers funneled to them at the expense of consumers and tax

payers.

The logic of this argument is a strategic decision at the level of the electoral
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district. A politician’s choice to push for greater protection for a given good is

based on the electoral setting with which she is faced. They test the argument

using measures of commodity-level support for OECD countries outside the EU.

Their research design includes both production and consumption values at the

commodity-country-year level, but no explicit interaction between the commodity

and the institution.

A more specific theory of crop-level support

In the previous chapter, I lay out the conditional theoretical proposition

that the concentration of agricultural land use increases the amount of policy

support for agriculture. The level of support depends both on the geographic dis-

tribution of interest, the electoral rules and the way geography of those institutions

aggregated interests. In that model, I look at measures of agriculture broadly as a

sector, as well as a measure of support that is aggregated from crop-level. In this

chapter I extend this analysis to the level of commodity. My argument provides

for differentiated predictions within a country but between commodities, which I

argue are aggregated by the same institutions, but differ in their geographic con-

centration. In this sense, I am able to hold constant the geography of institutions,

and vary the geography of the interests they represent

This argument address the clear gap in the literature noted above. Again,

there exists some theory about how politicians, given some set of political and

electoral institutions, have a strategic interest in the rate at which they cater to

particular interest groups. The test here is to measure the proposed interaction

between the interest group and politician at the country level. Jensen and Park’s

theory is a prediction based on district-level characteristics. However, they do not

test it as such. In fact, they state, “The problem is that it is extremely difficult to

directly measure the geographic concentration of agricultural commodities across

different countries” (318). To get around this concern, they assume that, based

on the results from the Busch and Reinhardt (2000) study on manufacturing,

agricultural interests are distributed in some known way and that this, on average,
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should have the same effect across the world and across different commodities.

If the geographic distribution of agricultural interests is fairly consistent

across commodities, countries and time, then this assumption can be somewhat

helpful. It does allow us to eliminate concerns that these variations could introduce

error into our measures at either the commodity or country level. It is not clear

how this error will play out within the analysis. As I point out in Chapter 2,

the effects of incorrectly measuring spatial features using incorrect boundaries is

not well behaved in the sense that it creates a consistent error. In this case, the

interplay of commodity interests is an inherently spatial phenomenon, because

their interaction with political institutions is defined entirely by their geographic

location.

Even was this assumption true, I argue that knowing the geographic dis-

tribution is only half the problem. The theories derived from the prior literature

have predictions at the district level, which then translates into national policy.

In this previous work, both the measure of political institutions and the measure

of interests are at the national level. The true test of the effect of institutions on

commodity support is to see how agriculture overlaps electoral districts.

I argue that the role these special interests play, at the commodity level,

is similar to the role of agriculture as a whole. Farmers or ranchers of a given

commodity are very aware of how specific policies benefit them. Product-level

supports in the form of subsidies, higher tariffs or even greater crop insurance are

not agriculture wide. In some cases, farmers may be able to band together across

commodity lines, like that seen in the American Farm Bureau, but policies remain

quite specific. Insofar as climatic and soil conditions drive where different crops

are grown, their existence should be generally exogenous to the institutions that

represent them.

When producers of a given commodity are highly concentrated in a geo-

graphic sense, the rate at which they receive protection should be highly correlated

with the incentive of the politicians representing that district to serve their needs

at the expense of the broader community. In a PR setting, the incentive to protect

the commodity is most likely to occur if that commodity is spread throughout the
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entire country, or covers areas that have higher district magnitudes. In cases where

the commodity is spatially dispersed throughout, politicians have an incentive to

serve this large, dispersed group because policies catering to them is electorally

beneficial broadly. However, the spatial dispersion need not be true universally

for all crops in the same country. At the same time, if crops are concentrated

in specific electoral districts in a SMD system, the interests associated with the

commodity should be more likely to receive protection from politicians who can

gain by pushing the special interest’s preferred policy of support, even though it

is counter to the interests of the country more broadly.

In both cases, I am less concerned with the spatial concentration overall. As

discussed in previous chapters, agriculture is by its very nature dispersed, especially

compared to manufacturing and other industries previously studied (Brülhart and

Traeger, 2005). Agriculture remains a puzzling case for this reason, given many

claims that spatial dispersion hinders the ability to coordinate lobbying efforts.

Instead, I focus specifically on how these commodities cluster within electoral

boundaries.

H1: Commodities that are geographically and politically dispersed receive

higher (lower) levels of support in PR (SMD) systems.

This hypothesis is at the commodity, or crop, level. Holding constant the

same electoral rules and electoral geography, I argue that simply the nature of

where certain goods are produced leads to differentiated levels of support. My

argument is more refined than of Jensen and Park, or other aggregate agricultural

levels of analysis because the hypothesis concerns the geographic dispersion of the

commodity, rather than measuring the result of an assumed spatial distribution.

Like Chen and Rodden (2009) and Rodden (2010), this argument does

not hinge on gerrymandering focused on these interests. In fact, it is unlikely

that electoral boundaries are drawn with serious or systematic consideration of

specific crops. Instead of economic agglomeration packing left-leaning voters into

urban district, climatic and soil conditions determine the spatial distribution of

these commodity-level interests independent of electoral processes. Insofar as a

commodity and its associated interests are packed into any one district is due to
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environmental factors.

More specific data for crop-level support

Dependent Variable

To test the effect of electoral geography on levels of protection and support,

I use the well-established measure of assistance from Anderson and Valenzuela

(2008), and updated through 2011 in Anderson and Nelgen (2013). The database

covers a number of concepts relating to government support and taxation of agri-

cultural products. The data are broken down by major commodity. Because these

data are crop specific, I am able to test the direct level of production as interacted

with electoral boundaries. The main dependent variable is the Nominal rate of as-

sistance (NRA), which is the average assistance for each crop. This includes both

crop specific factors as well as aggregate agricultural policy instruments. Insofar

as this measure picks up portions of policy aimed at the entire agricultural sector,

I am able to remove that through alternative measurements from the dataset, as

well as including controls for the general trend in NRA for all products.

As a robustness check of the measure, I also look at the consumer tax

equivalent (CTE), which measures more directly the fiscal effect felt by consumers

and is used in some studies of agricultural support more broadly (Weinberg, 2012).

I do not use the OECD’s producer support estimates, as they only report a single

value for EU countries, which both decreases the number of cases as well as obscures

the great deal of variation within these countries.

Independent Variable

To capture the way by which electoral districts aggregate and represent

specific crop-level interests in a cross-national sense, I use an original dataset of

electoral boundaries. These include 43 countries covered by Anderson and Nelgen

(2013) for the time period from 1995 to 20111. These electoral boundaries are gen-

1See appendix for list of countries
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erally constant over time for most countries, but do include some changes in their

geography, and more often in the apportionment of legislative seats by district.

Both of these factors could play a role in how interests attached to specific crops

receive representation.

To measure the effects of these interests, conditioned on their spatial in-

teraction with the geography of institutions, I create a measure of geographically-

weighted influence at the country level. This measure calculates the share of a

given crop in a given electoral district weighted by the share of seats that district

receives in the national legislature. Roughly, one can think of this as a two-part

index. The first portion is a measure of land use for each crop, based on Monfreda

et al. (2008) data on the spatial distribution of crop yields. The second portion of

the measure weights each unit based on the political importance of a given district.

The value is a weighted mean agricultural land use, calculated as:

GWIijt =
n∑
i=1

siyieldik

Where si is the seat share for a given district i and yieldik is the yields of

crop k within district i, summed over n districts in country j.

Because metric is a sum of yields, there are some clear outliers. I use the

natural log of the count to account for the possibility that these outliers may drive

results. The measure ranges from zero, where there are no yields of a specific crop,

to the country-level of production. Higher values represent the electoral weight of

a given crop within that country. So, in a hypothetical country where wheat is

grown entirely in one district that has seats in the legislature, the country would

receive a zero2. For a country that produce all its wheat, qwheat in a single district

with one-third the seats in the legislature, the values would be the natural log of

1
3
∗ qwheat.

To create this metric, I project the raster of for one of 15 crops which are

included in both the geographic provided by Ramankutty et al. (2008) and the

2For cases where the value is zero, I add 0.000000001, since the ln(0) is undefined
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NRA data.34 I then overlay the electoral boundaries for a given country. I use the

zonal sum of yields for the given crop within each electoral district to determine

the relative importance of agriculture in each district. This is done separately for

each specific crop. In this sense, each crop can be measured against another within

the country based entirely on the geographic distribution, and how that overlays

onto electoral boundaries.

Because electoral boundaries may change over time, for a given year I use

the electoral boundaries in most the recent election prior to the year of observation.

Thus, for 2002 data in the U.S., I assign the value derived from the 2000 U.S. House

districts. For the 2003 U.S. observation, the value reflects the redistricting from

the 2000 census, implemented via redrawing of districts for the 2002 legislative

election. In countries with a bicameral system, I follow Tsebelis and Money (1997)

for determining which chambers are “effective” in terms of power over financial

legislation. When both the upper and lower houses are determined to have power

over financial issues, I take the average of the geographically-weighted influence

for both legislatures.

Finally, in cases where seats are distributed with overlapping geographic

constituencies–often due to different electoral rules for some portion of seats within

the same house–I utilize a similar procedure to that of the bicameral cases. For

instance, in Mexico the Chamber of Deputies assigns 300 seats via first-past-the-

post (FPTP), and 200 seats using PR. I calculate the value for the FPTP seats,

and then multiply that by the share of the legislature using that rule (60 percent).

I then add the value for the PR seats, multiplied by 40 percent, to create one value

for the entire lower house. In any case where some of the seats in the legislature

are assigned at the national level, I use the sum of yields for the entire country.

3The commodities I use are: barley, cassava, coffee, cotton, maize, millet, oat, potato, rice,
sorghum, soybean, sugar (including both sugar cane and sugar beets), sunflower, tomatoes, and
wheat.

4For some countries, due to the small size of their electoral districts, it may be necessary to
resample the raster to a higher resolution. I do this using a bilinear interpolation. The effect of
doing so does not change the results in any qualitative way, as smaller districts tend to be drawn
in urban areas where farm activities are less likely to occur. In this regard, any bias due to under
measurement by smaller districts is likely to occur in those areas where agricultural land use is
least likely.
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Thus, the key independent variables of interest are GWIjkt, PRjt and their

interaction. The subscripts refer to the country, commodity and year, respectively.

My hypothesis predicts a negative coefficient for the interaction, but positive for

the dummy variable PRjt.

In addition to the data for crops, as an additional test of the theory, I uti-

lize data on pastoral lands provided by Ramankutty et al. (2008), which measures

the rate at which land is used for ranching and other livestock-related purposes.

Because these one cannot use remote sensing to assign a level of productivity to

any area specifically, and only a rate of land use, I utilize the same method from

Chapter 4 for agricultural lands more broadly, altered to reflect the different land

use:

GWIpast =
n∑
i=1

sipasti

Where si is the seat share for a given district i and pasti is the average

pastoral land use in district i, summed over n districts in country j.

The scale ranges from zero to one, where zero would be no land used for

pasture or ranching, and one would represent a country for which all land is used

entirely for ranching.

Control Variables

GDPjt: I include a control for the GDP of the country in a given year. A

number of studies show that more highly industrialized nations tend to protect

their agriculture more (Honma and Hayami, 1986).

EmploymentAg.jt: I include a measure for total agricultural employment,

since the sample includes a number of developing countries where the share might

be sizable, and thus politicians may attempt to cater to agricultural workers.

FactorEndowmentRatiojt: To measure the relative productivity of the

country, I rely on the factor endowment ration, which is the natural log of the

ratio of agricultural land per farmer to the GDP per non-agricultural laborer. This

measure should be negative, as more productive nations should require relatively
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less support. This measure is slightly more precise than the land per labor mea-

sure used in Jensen and Park (2007) because it compares the actual productivity

of farmers to laborers instead of looking only at the ratio of land to labor.

Checksjt: As before, I control for the logged count of veto players from

DPI (Beck et al., 2001). More veto players should increase protection as it both

increases the number of lobbying targets and provides more hurdles to reform.

Federalismjt: I also include a dichotomous measure, based on DPI’s “State”

variable, which is coded as one if there are locally-elected state or provincial level

governments. This measure controls for the possibility that more federal systems

are likely to over represent these commodity interests because they happen to

cluster geographically within states or provinces.

Constituencyjt: To measure whether the existence of an upper house is

confounding the results, I include DPI’s “ST Const” variable, which is coded one

if the upper house of the legislature has a geographic constituency.

Leg.Frac.jt: Some scholars argue that legislative fractionalization can in-

crease the level of protection by

A more specific test of crop-level support

Crops as Commodities

To measure the effects of constituency-level commodity production, I rely

on two methods. First, like Jensen and Park (2007), I utilize a hierarchical model to

reflect the cross-classified structure of the data. Because there is likely correlation

of observations among the same commodity, within the same country, and within

country-year observations, I rely on the multilevel mixed-effects linear regression.

Table 5.1 present these results. Model 1 suggests that it is indeed ideal

to model these variances separately. Like Jensen and Park, I find it informative

to decompose the variation into three components: the variance among countries

(σ2
country and σ2

country−year), variance among individual commodities (σ2
commodity) and

remaining variance in the subsidies (σ2
ε ).
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σ2
country+σ

2
country−year

σ2
country+σ

2
country−year+σ

2
commodity+σ

2
ε

= 0.2527

σ2
commodity

σ2
country+σ

2
country−year+σ

2
commodity+σ

2
ε

= 0.4523

With roughly 25 percent of the variance explained by country-level factors,

and just over 45 percent at the commodity level, the 70 percent of the variation

explained by these components is quite close to the 75 percent found by Park and

Jensen.

Looking to Model 2 in Table 5.1, the general effect is as predicted. The

dichotomous components of PR is positive and significant, but increases in the

GWIjkt in PR countries shows a significant decreasing slope. As specific com-

modities concentrate spatially in electoral districts, they receive less agricultural

support in PR systems. To illustrate this effect more explicitly, I plot the marginal

effect of moving to a PR system over the values of GWIjkt in Figure 5.1. The over-

all effect is positive and significant until the logged, geographically-weighted yields

rise, and then there is no distinguishable difference from majoritarian systems.
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Beyond these variables of interest, the controls perform largely as expected.

The FactorEndowmentRatiojt is negative and significant, confirming that coun-

tries with broadly more productive agriculture have lower rates of support. The

other political and institutional factors are largely insignificant, with the exception

of Leg.Frac.jt, which implies that higher levels of fractionalization at the party

level in the legislature leads to higher levels of commodity support. GPD has a neg-

ative and significant effect. This finding is counter to the theoretical expectation

that more developed countries have higher levels of protection.

Robustness Checks

To check the robustness of these findings, I use an alternative dependent

variable, as well as an alternative modeling approach. Both illustrate generally

consistent results, suggesting that this finding is broadly robust. First, I replicate

the analysis from Table 5.1 using the CTE as the dependent variable. While these

measures capture similar concepts, there is no clear consensus in the literature over

which measure is best.

Table 5.2 presents the results of this model. In all cases, the general effect

on GWIjkt, PR, and the interaction are significant and signed in the hypothe-

sized direction. At low levels of concentration, PR systems deliver higher levels of

protection. As concentration increases, the difference disappears. I plot marginal

effects of this change in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Marginal effect of PR over values of GWIjkt illustrates that as agricul-
ture concentration increases, PR systems decrease in the amount of support they
provide. Results from model 2 in Table 5.1 for the fixed portion of the model, with
all other variables set at their mean. 95% percent confidence intervals provided.
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Here, the control variables perform generally as expected, when statistically

significant. Higher levels of agricultural employment are associated with higher lev-

els of support. Here, GDP is positive and significant, which is more closely aligned

with previous research. Additionally, both Federalismjt and Constituencyjt are

negative and significant, suggesting that rather than increasing the influence of

agricultural interests, they tend to decrease support, likely by encompassing larger

areas with more diverse interests.

Additionally, to check how dependent the results are to my choice of a

mixed-effects model, I run the analysis using a fixed effects model, where I in-

clude dummies for the country, year and commodity. Due to the large number of

country-year dummies, I exclude this term. The results, presented in Table 5.3,

show the effect remains fairly consistent. While the two constituent terms are

not statistically significant, the interaction is highly significant and negative, as

hypothesized. Moreover, the sum of these effects is significant and positive for low

values of GWIjkt.

Ranching and Livestock as an Additional Test

As a final test, I look outside of crops to livestock. Here, I rely on my

measure of land use for pastoral purposes, as weighted by the electoral geography

of the country. I use a similar model to the one found in Table 5.35. Here, I

focus only on the following commodities: beef, camel, eggs, milk, poultry, sheep

meat/mutton and wool. All of these commodities require lands to varying degrees

to raise animals. While not having the exact yields means the measure is less

attuned to commodity-specific effects, since I am unable to delineate difference

within these categories in the independent variable, overall, this should be related

to the pastoral land usage.

Table 5.4 presents the findings of this analysis. The results remain con-

sistent both with that of Chapter 4’s focus on crop-based agriculture, but also

5Both because of the difference in this measure as compared to the commodity-specific one for
prior tests in this chapter, and the relatively small number of animal-related products covered by
Anderson and Valenzuela (2008), I am unable to replicate this analysis reliable with the mixed-
effects approach. My confidence is bolstered by the relative consistency between the fixed-effects
and mixed effects approach for the crop commodities.
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Figure 5.2: Marginal effect of PR over values of GWIjkt illustrates that as agri-
culture concentration increases, PR systems decrease in the amount of support
they provide. Results from model 2 in Table 5.2, with all other variables set at
their mean. 95% percent confidence intervals provided.
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Table 5.3: Summary of Findings from Fixed-Effects Model of Nominal Rate of
Assistance

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

GWIjkt -0.029*** -0.005 -0.005 -0.005
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

PRjt 0.314 0.456 0.203 0.369
(0.279) (0.279) (0.274) (0.284)

PRjt*GWI jkt -0.024*** -0.024*** -0.024***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

EmploymentAgjt -0.116 -0.093
(0.197) (0.205)

FactorEndowmentRatiojt -0.389** -0.308**
(0.147) (0.152)

Checksjt 0.114***
(0.026)

Federalismjt -0.172**
(0.065)

Constituencyjt

Leg.Frac.jt 0.386**
(0.128)

Country Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Year Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Commodity Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Constant -0.555** -0.663** -4.118*** -5.270***

(0.281) (0.281) (1.031) (1.108)

Observations 10512 10512 10512 10512
R-squared 0.242 0.245 0.301 0.322
Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.001, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 5.3: Marginal effect of PR over values of GWIpast illustrates that as
agriculture concentration increases, PR systems decrease in the amount of support
they provide. Results from model 4 in Table 5.4, with all other variables set at
their mean. 95% percent confidence intervals provided.

with the commodity specific findings above. The effect of PR systems is positive

and significant when pastoral lands are dispersed. As the concentration increases

within the political geography, PR systems become less advantageous for ranchers.

The fact that the effect becomes negative for higher values of GWIpast is

consistent with the findings on dairy from Olper and Raimondi (2004). This is

most evident in Figure 5.3, which illustrates the marginal effect of PR over the

range of values of GWIpast.

Discussion

Does variation in where commodities are produced have an effect on the

level of support they receive? I argue that these finding suggest yes. When taking

into account both the location of interests and the way electoral institutions aggre-

gate them, I find that PR systems produce more protection for relatively dispersed
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Table 5.4: Summary of Findings from Fixed-Effects Model of Nominal Rate of
Assistance for Animal-related Commodities

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

GWIpast -2.168*** 6.468*** 11.420*** 3.930***
(0.138) (1.094) (1.011) (1.065)

PRjt 0.405*** 1.846*** 2.671*** 0.725***
(0.0436) (0.174) (0.165) (0.190)

PRjt*GWI past -8.688*** -12.410*** -3.909***
(1.104) (1.019) (1.104)

EmploymentAgjt 0.133*** 0.234***
(0.030) (0.031)

FactorEndowmentRatiojt -0.025 -0.011
(0.016) (0.015)

Checksjt -0.541***
(0.061)

Federalismjt 0.035
(0.040)

Constituencyjt -0.202***
(0.0336)

Leg.Frac.jt 4.384***
(0.349)

Country Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Year Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Commodity Dummies Yes, omitted due to space constraints
Constant 0.755*** -0.621** -6.475*** -6.885***

(0.173) (0.227) (0.354) (0.377)

Observations 4,230 4,230 4,230 4,230
R-squared 0.189 0.194 0.305 0.351
Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.001, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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interests. These findings provide evidence to bolster the claim made in Chapter

4, that differences between findings on electoral rules and the level of protection

are driven partly by the location of interests within the electoral system. While

I have already shown how this might matter for agriculture broadly, the results

here suggest even more confidence in the microfoundations of the theory. Not only

do PR systems tend to produce higher levels of protection when interests are dis-

persed, but specific interests at the level of commodities behave in the same way.

With a measure that is able to capture interests at the commodity level across

constituencies in manner consistent across country allows for a clearer test of this

argument.

In contrast to Chapter 4, the findings here provide even stronger evidence

in support of the broader importance of geography in IPE. In this case, I hold

the geography of institutions constant within countries, but vary the geography of

interests by looking at multiple, different interests groups who are tied geographi-

cally within the same country. Doing so allows me to put more confidence that the

interaction between politicians and interest groups is occurring at the constituency

level, which is determined by the geography. Understanding how institutions shape

protectionist policy is informed by an interaction that is inherently spatial.

Linking back to the limited existing literature on commodity-level support

illustrates this importance even more so. Jensen and Park (2007) have a the-

ory about the interaction between politicians and special interests given some set

of electoral rules. However, while their test breaks out commodity-specific pre-

dictions, it cannot actually test the key premise in the argument, namely that

these interests are interacting within the constituency. What determines the Cox

threshold has no direct relationship with where special interests exist. The data

presented here allow for the measurement of interests at the constituency level.

While I still aggregate these to a single commodity-country-year observation, my

measure is more precise than one set at the country level only.

The implications of these results extend to the two additional areas. First,

when it comes to the negotiation of international trade agreements, it is almost

banal to say that disagreements over agriculture are a major hurdle. While many
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prior scholars use this as a foil to motivate their discussion, my results here suggest

that chances of reformed institutions leading to decoupling of politicians and inter-

est groups is even more unlikely. Continued protection is in some part the results

of environmental factors which determine the location of particular agricultural

activities.

Finally, because I am able to measure both policy and interests at the

level of commodities, future work can focus more on specific hypotheses at the

commodity level. I have not leveraged the trade status of each commodity. There

is room for continued theorizing about how commodities bound for export may

have differential effects on trade policy in general, if not specific protection or

support for that commodity. Additionally, the current analysis focuses on only 15

major crops, with six livestock-related products. Extending to additional crops

may increase the robustness of the findings, and the scope of the results.

Overall, this chapter illustrates the importance of the interplay of the ge-

ography of interests and the geography of institutions in determining one of the

most studied political phenomenon in the IPE literature: agricultural protection.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Summary

Do the geography of interests and the geography of institutions have a role

in determining foreign economic policy? In this dissertation, I argue that both

these spatial concepts are important for our understanding of how governments

form their policy. Throughout the project, I attempt to make clear that there

is an independent impact of geography at the level of the interaction between

interests and institutions. In the case of food aid, the effect is due solely to the

geography, and not variation in the institution. For agricultural support broadly

and at the commodity level, the role of geography interacts with the electoral rules

in important and consistent ways.

I lay out the theoretical methodological reasons why measuring both in-

terests and institutions in a spatial context can help explain otherwise ambiguous

empirical results. In Chapter 3, I illustrate ways in which geographic factors help

point to the role of very specific interests which are inherently tied to geographic

locations because of soil and climatic conditions or because of the location of ports.

The quasi-experimental changes to electoral boundaries via the redistricting before

the 2012 Congressional elections help illustrate the importance of the geography

of institutions in determining votes in favor of or opposition to food-aid reform.

Chapter 4 uses the geography of interests specifically to show how agriculture can

benefit from its spatial dispersion within a country, given some set of electoral

121
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rules. Chapter 5 focuses on commodity-level variation, and illustrates that the

broader finding for all agriculture holds for individual crops.

The findings suggest an important role of geography in determining how

policy is made. The way geography play into electoral politics is key in the field of

IPE, given the substantial work connecting domestic political institutions to policy

outcomes via the economic interests of citizens and special interests alike (Lake,

2006). The field has long benefited from theoretical innovations and advances from

the fields of comparative politics and American politics for this very reason.

Problems of Scale

I argue that when IPE scholars measure their phenomena at the incorrect

scale, they necessarily obscure important parts of their causal mechanisms. Chap-

ter 4 and Chapter 5 both illustrate this point in great detail. The puzzling results

whereby PR and SMD systems differing effects on the level of protection over

different countries, sectors and commodities, is intractable without considering ge-

ography. When measured at the country level, the intensity of farming activity, or

the supply of commodities produced is simply a control variable in a model aimed

at testing the role of institutions. The hope is that the dichotomous variable cod-

ing for the institution’s rules will take into account the geography of agriculture.

If agriculture is spread out, PR will likely pick that up in a different way than

SMD. Measuring and testing the mechanisms of IPE at the correct scale are likely

to face fewer challenges and produce results that are fundamentally sound.

Problems of Zone

In addition to the problem of scale, I argue that exactly how boundaries are

drawn plays an important role in the interaction of politicians and interests over

foreign-focused economic policy. Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 both illustrate how this

is true. In Chapter 3, the changing of electoral boundaries helps explain variation

in voting by U.S. House members on reforming food aid. The different zones used

to aggregate interests, in this case the redrawn electoral districts, change the role
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of interests in the politician’s political calculation.

In Chapter 5, the specific zones matter at the commodity level. Without

redrawing actual boundaries, I simulate the effect of changes in boundaries by

looking at crops grown in different and dispersed spatial configurations within a

country. I find that how these boundaries are draw has a consistent effect in

increasing protection for commodities that are not dispersed when the electoral

rules follow PR. Without knowing exactly how boundaries are drawn, the zones

used would produce different measures and the incorrect results for the theoretical

test.

Three Major Takeaways

Lines Matter

In all three empirical chapters, the role of geography illustrates a concept

that is otherwise missing from the current IPE literature. The overwhelming ma-

jority of work considering domestic institutions in IPE focuses on the rules while

ignoring the geographic element of the institutions. This is not to say that the

electoral rules are unimportant, but that the fuller picture must consider the way

boundaries are drawn and how interests locate on the map. The essence of many

IPE arguments focuses on how special interests and politicians interact. Elected

officials have some policy goals, but to be in power, they need to gain and maintain

the support of their electorate. IPE has done well to document the many ways

these institutions can affect the link between electors and the elected. The field

often lacks some consistent measure of what the electors want, and what type of

electors might be in a given district.

One of the key goals of this dissertation is to show how electoral boundaries

can affect policy. The methodological and theoretical points within suggests that

the connection between who is represented and their representatives is defined

by the way spatially dispersed interests are aggregated by electoral boundaries.

As such, knowing where these lines are increases our ability to link theory to

measurement and testing. In all three empirical chapters, the tests would be
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impossible without knowing exactly where boundaries are drawn. The problems

of zone and scale can only be overcome by knowing where the boundaries lay.

PR versus SMD

The empirical results contribute most directly to the debate over whether

SMD or PR provides higher levels of protection to special interests. A number

of authors argue, and have evidence for, SMD systems having higher levels of

protection (Persson and Tabellini, 2002; Grossman and Helpman, 2005), or that

countries might even set up their electoral systems to avoid privileging special

interests (Rogowski, 1987b). This is generally due to the fact that special interests

are likely to be concentrated, and thus provide an incentive for politicians in a

winner-take-all district to cater to that interest group. Because there are many

different interest groups existing at the same time within a country, it is likely

that states with SMD will have higher aggregate levels of protection. At the same

time, many authors argue and find the opposite to be true, with evidence that

PR systems produce higher levels of protection and support for specific industries

(Rogowski and Kayser, 2002; Hatfield and Hauk Jr, 2004; Chang et al., 2008;

Weinberg, 2012; Olper and Raimondi, 2010). Here, it is the fact that the system is

not winner-take-all that causes politicians to focus policy towards special interests.

These theories cannot simultaneously be true without some additional pa-

rameter. Moreover, the fact that previous empirical work offers limited support for

both arguments increases the conundrum. The components of the MAUP suggest

two possible issues not captured in the current debate. First, the zone problem

suggests that where electoral boundaries are drawn has an important effect on

the policy official choose. It does this by determining the interests within a given

district. Both theoretical schools, SMD leads to more protection and PR leads to

more protection, speak to the strategic interaction between the voters and politi-

cians, focusing on how the rules might change that interaction. However, they are

forced to ignore the actual interests within these districts, thus assuming away the

weight of a key player in the model, interest groups. The geography of the inter-

ests and institutions are exact what determines the concentration. In this sense,
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previous studies may, at times, tackle problems where PR systems are more likely

to be drawn in ways that privilege certain interests, and in other cases looked at

industries that happen to concentrate within SMD systems.1 By bringing geogra-

phy back into the analysis with the use of the dataset of electoral boundaries and

spatial measures of interests, I am able to provide a theoretical and methodological

innovation that ties these two previous findings together.

Similarly, the problem of scale suggests that measuring interests at the

national level, or even institutions entirely through variables coded at the national

level, obscures important parts of the political process. Of course, parsimony is an

important goal of any theory and research design. The problem with my arguing

that the interaction between district-level interests and national policy is important

for determining policy is that it is both banal and previously impossible. Of course

district-level characteristics have an important role in policy outcomes. The style

of work in many single-country studies looking at specific legislation and legislator

actions, used here in Chapter 3, is not easily conducted at the cross-national level.

The specifics to lawmaking and the differing wording and contexts of legislation

make it near impossible to tackle systematically. At the same time, of course

elected officials have some connection to the interests of their constituents. The

insight of the scale problem is not just that a better explanation for policy come

through studying this interaction, but that generalizations made by measuring

these effects at the higher level may change or obscure the true relationship.

The methodological insights along with the database of electoral bound-

aries provide data for a theory that maintains a great deal of parsimony, while still

accounting for important variation in the way the geography of interests interacts

with the geography of institutions. The results suggest that both theoretical po-

sitions on the role of electoral rules can be true when we account for the spatial

distribution of interests, in this case the location of agricultural activity or where

certain crops are grown, and where livestock are raised. When concentrations are

1Of course, without knowing the research process for each of these previous studies, it is
somewhat alarming that they find evidence that confirms their theoretical priors. One can only
wonder if that is serendipity, if the logic of these different arguments correlated with scholars
tackling problems where the geographic dispersion better fit their results, or if there are other
models left out of the findings which would suggests a murkier relationship.
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low, in a political sense, PR tends to favor protection over SMD, but this gap goes

away when concentrations increase. I confirm this result over a number of different

measures of support—nominal rate of assistance, consumer-tax equivalent, pro-

ducer support estimates—as well as many different measures of interest—overall

measures of agricultural activity, the location of specific commodity production

and pasture lands. The consistency of this finding lends support for the role of

geography.

Specificity of Interest

As mentioned, the empirical components of this paper illustrate the impor-

tance of geography down to the level of commodities. Where previous work looks

at factors of production or sectors of the economy to determine the economic in-

terests at stake in foreign economic policy, Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 use measures

of interests refined down to a more disaggregated levels. The interests at play in

trade policy and food aid are very specific. In Chapter 3, the farmers who benefit

from continued purchases of food in the U.S. to be shipped to those facing famine

abroad are only farmers of specific crops. Not all farmers or even all agricultural

interests benefit. Chapter 5 illustrates the fairly intuitive proposition that potato

farmers benefit from government support for potatoes. As such, when we can mea-

sure the political power of potato farmers at the district level, we should see an

effect on potato-related policy supports.

The specific nature of these commodities is tied to their geography. Potatoes

grow best under certain soil and climactic conditions which are not the same for

wheat, sugar or apples. While some policies in agriculture affect the entire sector,

many are crop specific. For food aid, only certain types of crops are reasonable for

export abroad in situations of famine. Because there are measures of policy which

are specified at this finer-grained level, the best test of our theories are those that

also occur at the commodity or crop-specific level.
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Area for Expansion

The focus on agriculture in this dissertation is admittedly one of conve-

nience, but also of appropriateness. Agriculture, as an economic activity, is tied

to the land in ways other industries are not. Owners of farms cannot easily move

their operation to areas closer to or further away from some production center. At

the same time, data are available at the spatial level, which allows me to test argu-

ments that would otherwise be impossible. Disaggregated spatial data on specific

crops is the ideal measure of commodity-level interests.

How then would this argument apply to other sectors of the economy or

with other interests? Given data availability of other types of economic activity,

it is likely that similar test would produce results consistent with what I find in

agriculture. The three foundational works in this field, McGillivray (2004), Busch

and Reinhardt (2000), and Rickard (2012) all hint at the importance of where man-

ufacturing occurs in determining the types of trade protection and support these

industries receive. Only Busch and Reinhardt (2000) measures this interaction ex-

plicitly, and at that, only for the U.S. Rickard’s (2012) results for manufacturing’s

spatial distribution in Europe are consistent with my findings on agriculture and

commodities. However, her measurement does not consider electoral geography,

only broadly regional geography. Because those data do exist in a raster for-

mat, mapping different types of economic activity spatially (Brülhart and Traeger,

2005), there is clear room to see if considering geography explicitly improve the

fit of the model. Of course, as more data become available in a raster format,

measuring spatial dispersion, there will be more cases to test.

Moreover, the dataset provided as part of this research has clear benefits for

those studying outside of IPE. For studies on the environment, many of the major

sources of pollution—climatic conditions, economic activity and population—are

also mapped globally. The dataset of electoral boundaries provides the ability to

test arguments that focus on the electoral effects of polluters on policy derived

from the constituency level.

The way that ethnic groups geographically map on to institutions likely

has a clear role in their say in politics. It is not difficult to imagine a similar
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approach as the one used with commodities applied to ethnic minorities across

many countries to better test the representativeness of the institution.

Of course, this represents only a few possible ways forward. One obvious

benefit of the dataset is that it is not tied to any specific substantive issue area,

and other scholars could no doubt re-purpose it for numerous projects. While all

these new potential areas introduce different potential problems, most importantly

the endogeneity of boundaries to these interests, scholars addressing these specific

areas are well attuned to how to best proceed.

Concluding Remarks

This dissertation aims to introduce the role of geography into the study of

IPE using concepts derived from spatial statistics and a new dataset of electoral

boundaries. What can we gain theoretically and empirically from relaxing assump-

tions about where interests are and how institutions map onto them? The answer

is that we can learn important insights into the role of institutions when we look at

how they map on to interest. The research presented here illustrates that assuming

away geography, which in the past may have been required by data limitations,

is no longer necessary or fruitful. The interaction between where countries draw

electoral boundaries and where certain interest groups fall within the country has

an important role in determining policy.
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